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.i
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COLLEGEPARK,HD 20742[

, ABSTRACT
f

t

_ High energy observations of the galcctlc center on the
i subparsec scale see= to be consistent with electron-positron
1 production in the forn of relativistic Jets. Theoe Jets could be

produced by a -106 Ho black hole dynamo transportlns pairs sway from
• the massive core. An electromagnetic cascade shower would develop

i first from _mbient soft photons non-llnearly;
and then the sh_-Jer

_ using itself as a ecatterlng medium. This is suited to producing,

cooling and transporting pairs to the observed annihilation region.
It is possible the center of our galaxy is a mtnlature version of
more powerful active galactic nuclei that exhibit Jar actlvity.

OBSERVATIONS
I

. Interesting activity from the heart of our galaxy has been

observed over the v_st few yearB. Speclfleally, a lumlnous line at
0.911 HeV has been detected which is suprfslngly narrow and

, variable, l In addition, the region from which this llne e_snateo

I coincides with a s¢all and less luminous radio source. 2 A short
i list of these observations follows:

I. A 106 H_ object at the galactic center could be inferred from
the widthsof Neon lines in HIIclouds orbiting the central

" region. 3

_- 2. Luminosities are: 1038 erg/s in contlnuu= games rays_; 1037
_. erg/s in 0.511 HeY final; 1037 erg/_ In hard X-rays_; 1035 erg/s
_. in soft X-rays_; I0_0 erg/s in UV3; I0_I erg/s in IR5 and 1033t

! erg/s in radlo. 2
L

3. The 0.511 _V llne is variable on approximately a six month time
_- scale. I

• _ 4. The line was measured aC (510.9 ± O.25)keV.6

,_ 5. A compact radio source is resolved to less than 1015 cm in
size. 2
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CONS'rI_.I_S

Two important constraints co_e from the line. First, the _tx
uonth variability constrains the size of the region producing the
line re be less than or equal to six light tenths in extent. It is
possible the radio source is an even _ore _trlngent conotralnt on
size. Secondly, the annihilation region _uot be separated fro_ any
massive object by at least ~103[2_//c2](_1015 cm for a 106 Ho black
hole) so that the llne will not be gravitationally redehlftcd cut of
the observed narrow energy range. Since the coupact radio object
exhibits spectral properties slmillar to the cores of active
galaxlee, this coupled with the observed higher energy phenomena
leads one to consider scaled down versions of power sources for
actlve galaxiee.

HODEL

A black hole dynamo producing relativletlc e+-e - Jets of the S
type proposed by Lovelace7, 8 for double radio sources e111 be
considered here. Other beam models have been considered by Brown 9,
Blandford 10 and Novlkov. II Relativistic electron-pooltron Jets _eem
necessary because:

1. A llne is observed at 0.511 t_V implying annlhilatlon of e+-e -
pairs.

2. A Jet would beam pairs into an annihilation region far enough
from the uasslve ehglne to be consistent with the width of the
llne and bypa_ces the problem of producing pairs to close to the
engine.

3. The natural propagation of e relativistic Jet vould convert
kinetic energy into rest mass of pairs thereby sl=ultaneously
producing them and transporting them out.

4. Reletlvlstic beamlng malntalns a confined interaction region in
which high energy particles can interact wlth one another.

A dynamo, pos,lbly powering a quasar, produces a luminosity,

L~ IO_k(M/108Mo)2(B/103G)2 erg/s. 8 For the galactic center a
_I06 Mo black hoZe and line luminoslty of ~1037 erg/s results in a
dynamo r.sgnetlc field of ~ 30 Gauss. Using this field, an •
accelerating potential can be calculated. It is V~IOIg(H/lOOHo)

J (B/IOgG) V ~1015 V. The resu!tlng electron flow frog the engine is

I~I037(MIIO_Io)(B/IO3G) e/s ~1034 e/s. These colllrnted fast
electrons will then interact with the dominant scattering
background. This background initially appears to be the infrared
radiation h_Jever the majority of lnter.tellar dust that could be
correlated with IR is believed to be outside of the central parsec s
thereby r_klng it impossible for electrons to cool against It. .
However ~I040 erg/s in ionizing UV must be produced from a 3.2x10_°K
region wlti_Inthe central parsec to be consistent with HII



_, Figure i. Scheraaticof Electron-Positron Jet at Galactic Center

..... ; observations. _ An accretion disc erattttngUV at a density of -tO 15
: era"3 from -1026 cm2 could mtpply a cooling ra_,dlum for fast

electrons, this _etting a cross-sectional radius of ao~lOl2 era for

, the _et (Figure 1). Since the compact radio _ource ts smaller than-tO I era. it _ould seem the bulk of fast particles are not
propagated past that di.qtance. The radio therefore aet_ a length of
the .let at t-tO 15 era. Knowledge of the observed 0,511 HeV line flux
and oecessary photon reaction rate quite independently enables one
to constraint tht, dtmension,_ of the source, l_ For beam geometry It
Is found the length and cross-sectional radius _xt_t be re:Isled

• bV a2/i-tO q era for photon-photon interactions to occur. "{'he UV-radio• o
t,_ttm_ttes of the Jot dlmet_s|on._ ,trr then consistent _[t|t constraints

from p|toton-phnton react ions.
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't In the vinlcity of the dynamo (-1012 cm) en etectrouasnotic
cascade will develop by the interaction of colliuated feet electrons
with UV, Pairs will be produced, in a linear faohton, as kinetic
energy is degraded fror_ ~1015 eV to ~10!1 eV, the pair production
threshold, At a distance of ~1013 cu, pair production from the UV
viii cease because the UV density le decreasinE vith lncreaoing
distance. The yield of patra, f_, can be calculated from coupled
relativistic Boltzuann tranoport equations. 13 The spectrum behaves
roughly as a paver law,

Linear: f+(z.E) -- • r(_) (E°_s.l,_-, (l) .

Here z Is the distance into the shover from the injection point at
~tO 12 cm, Eo Is the primary ener_ from the engine and E is the
energy. The optical depth of the shover particles to UV is

to rz-('_-o)'1 ¢2)
I;

vhere so-lO12 cm ie the engine rndius. The flux of shover particles

has the_ increased from ~10 3_ e/s ln_ected by the en_ine to~lO 39 e /s as a re0ult of linear cascade action.

Although pair production fro_ the UV has ceased, continued
cooling of pairs from the UV (Figure l, Region I) will produce hard
photons energetic enough to sustain pair production in a non-linear
fashion, The non-linear shover proceeds as fellers, Ilard photons
produced by inverse Campion of the bW will pair produce, Those pairs
then cool by inverse Campion, producing more hard photons which
further pair produce and so on, llowever, since the UV density is
dropping with distance and the shover population Is growing, at some
point the soft photons in the shover viii dominate the UV (Figure 1,
Region II). The cascade then proceeds using soft photons in the
shower as a medium until pair production threshold is reached. The

end/products are then cooled pairs and hard X-rays. below threshold,
• of _omparabte luminosities (~iO _7 erR/s). The yield of pairs, f_,

: can be calculated for the non-linear shower from coupled transport
'i equations. 1_ The simpler solutions yield power lays of the form "

z 1-I f¢o_+l
Non-linear: f+(z,E)~ [l - x - I) (3)- O

liars z is the distance into the shower, _o*tO l] cm is the starting
position of the non-tlnear shower and Co, the primary energy, is the

. typical energy emerging from the linear shover. The spatial
dependence exhibits the large non-linear qrowtl_ of the pairs
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possible at Z/zoml+_-l. Dependin_ on the value of X, the _r_th _-_y
be explosive (X >>1) or adiabatic (X<<I). This parn_cter estir__ted

• for the galactic center would Imply a slow buildup of pairs. An
interesting aside is the possible application of the e_ploaive
solutions to gcm:_ ray barsto. In _ny ecse, the completed non-linear
shover has now Increased the particle flux fro_-1030 e±/a to ~I0 _3
e±/e at a distance of -1015 em.

Electrons and positrons w111 now drift into a reEion, po¢oibly
an HIl cloud 12, and annlhil_te to form the 0.511 H_V llne. Patre a_.
now past the point where the black hole could gravltatlonslly
redshift the llne out of the observed rnnge and are alto cool enough
not to significantly contribute to the co.pact radio source past

• -1015 cm. It can n_a been seen that verlabillty in the 0.511 llne
could be caused by varlabillcy in the dynamo itself. For instance
pinching of the beam could cause the observed chansea of line
intensity and would predict correlated hard X-ray and 0.511 _V line
variability.

The density of pairs leaving the beam is -10 7 cm-J. If an HII
cloud is to act as a beam bag and subsequent annihllatlon region,

the energy density of the beam should be comparable to the energy
I density of the cloud. Xf the pairs have energies of 1-10 HeY, a

calculated cloud density Is ncloud=ym^n+/m.=10 5 c_ -3. This Is
consistent with H2C0(formaldehyde) nn_ NH3_ammonia) observatlons .iS

SU_RARY

The model developed here supplies an annihilation region with
the correct flux of relatively cool pairs at the proper distance
from the engine. Hard X-rays would be produced with comparable
luminosity to the 0.511HeV line and their variabilities would be
directly correlated. An Hll cloud appears to be consistent with
stopping cooled pairs from the Jet. The proposed Jet at the galactic
center deposits more of it9 energy in the 0.511 HeV llne as opposed
to the radio unlike Its r0orcpowerful counterpart in an active

galaxy. This could be telling us the position of the acceleration
point with respect to the central material. For an active galaxy
acceleration occurs further out; the kinetic energy feeding a radio
source. For an object llke the galactic center, acceleration occurs
closer in; the kinetic energy converting co rest mass which feeds an
annihilation llne.
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COMPARISONOf PHOTON-PHOTONAI_ PHOTON-HAGNBTIGFIELD !_
PAIRPRODUCTIONKAT_S

H. L. Burns*and A. K. Harding
NASA/Goddard Space Plight Center, Greenbelt MD 20771

ABSTRACT

Neutronstarshavebeenproposedas the siteof gamma-rayburst
activityand the Copioussupplyof HeV photonsadmitsthe
posslbilltyof electron-posltronpairproduction._f theneutron
star=agnetlcflcld18 sufficientlyintense(> lO12G), bothphoton-
photon(2¥)andphoton-magneticfield(I¥)pairproductionshouldhe
importantmechanisms.Ratesforthe_wo processeshavebeen
calculatedusinga Maxwelllandistributionforthe photons.The
ratioof i¥ to 2¥ pairproductionrateshasbeenobtainedas a
function of photon temperature and magnetic field strength.

I_RODUCTION

Observationsof thespectraof gamma-rayburstsindicatethe
presence of significant numbers of high energy photons in the Mew
range. Some spectra have features at energies between 350 and 450
keyI, which have been interpreted as red-shlfted annihilation
lines. The amount of'the shift (-10%) is the gravitational red-

shift expected £rom the potential well of a neutron star. In
addition, absorption features have been observed in many of the
spectra in the region 20 - 60 keV, which if interpreted as cyclotron
absorption, indicate magnetic fields of order 1012 G. The evidence
seems to suggest that the emitting regions of these sources are near
the surfaces of strongly magnetized neutron stars.

If this Is the case, then one-photon as well as two-photon

processes might be expected to contribute to the production of pairs
in gamma-ray burst sources. One-photon pair production, a first
order process which is forbidden in free space, is allowed in the
presence of a magnetic £1eld. If the photons have a thermal
dlstrlbution, then slgnifleant pair production rates will occur when

(kT/mc2)(B/Bcr) _ 0.1.

ONE-PHOTON PAIR PRODUCTION RATE

We first calculate the rate of I¥ palr production in a hot

• photon gas where the photons have a Maxwelllan distribution. The
rate for a single photon wlth energy E propagating at an angle 0 to
a constant, homogeneous magnetic field of strength B is2:

*Also University of Maryland, College Park, MD 20742.

7
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I caBstn8
rTB 2 _ B T (X), (I)

_i cr
. ti

1: T(X)- 4.74x-I13At2 (x-213) (za)
t=
!
t-

. [ ~ 0.46 exp [-4/3X], x<<t (Ib)

L ~ 0.60x-1/3' x>>l (1c)

E B Bcr - 4.414 x 10130, and M is the Airywhorex
function, cr

These are the asymptotic expressions in the limit where the
quantu_ nu_bera of the mngnetic field patr states are large, _e
will discuoo the region of validity of this expression below. The
pair production rate for a distribution o£ photons, €(S,T), rill be

m

RyB(B,T)" 2w _ sinOd0[ dE € (Z,T)ryB (E,B,O)s"I (2)
o Emin

where E - - 2me2/sinO is the threshold photon energy. We take a
} Ha_ae11_ distribution for the photons, normalized to constant

I photon number density:

E2
_ _(Z,T)="T(k-'_'aexp(-ZlkZ) (3)

If ae make the further approximations, X << I and E >> 2mr2
then an analytic expression can be obtained for the pair production

i rate. The g Integration of Eqn (2) can be performed by the _thod
! of steepest descents. The iqtegrand has a saddle point at E^ " me2

; [(8/3)(kT/mc2)(Ber/B slnO)]I12, about which the major contri_utlon
: to the integral is located. The O integral can then be performed by

noting that the Integrand peaks very sharply around slnO - I. The
result for the photon distribution of Eqn (3) is

1019 mc2 me2 Bcr s-I
i RyB(B,T) = 7.92 x k--_--exp [-2 C kT B (4)!:
!

where the above approximatlons translate into the regions of
; validity for this expression:

• !" rl,z L) i/z _T 3
Bcr crii <<I, > • (5)

d

• It Is evident that Eqn (4) is not valid for magnetic fields
approaching the critical value or at lou temperatures, where most of
the photons have energies near threshold.

8
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To obtain the b_havior of the one-photon pair production rate

• in the full region of Interne% we have nu=erlcally integrated Bqn.
(2), taking into account the photon energy threshold and the fall
avy=pcotle rato [gqns. (1), (la)]. Fi_re I eh_ thle rate per
photon as a function of kT and B. Due to the e=ponentlal behsvlor

" of gqn. (lb) at low photon energles, the ealcutated rate is a very
sensitive function of T and B at low temperatures. At te_peraturea
below kT - me2, olight variations in B can change the rate by m_ny
ordero of _agnitude.

18

16

14
.=

!
t_

-_ 12

8

4
0.1 1 10 102

kTIm_

Fig. I. ly pair production rate per photon versus kT/m_ 2 for
different magnetic field strengths.

RATIO OF ONE-PHOTON TO TWO-PHOTON PAIR PRODUCIIOH

The pair production rate via the two-photon proceso c_n be
calculated for the same photon gas with a Max-welliandistribution of

energies in order to directly compare the one-photon to the two-
photon rate. In the case of photon-photon pair production, we =_st
integrate the cross-zectlon and the photon distribution over both
photon energies, E and E', and the angle, 8, between their
propagation vectors (see eg. Ref. 3):

Ry_ (T) =_ 2_c [ dO sin_ (l-cos0) [ dE _ dE'
" O 0 Emin(E,0).

. € (E,T) _ (E',T) o (E,E',0) s-Lcm3 (6)

where Emin (E,0) - 2 m2c4/E(1-cosS)

9
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i In a r._gnetlc fietd, electron and positron enerGle8
pcrpendlculer to the £1eld are q,_nttzed, trlth the energy eeparatlon
bet-_een the level_ tnereaetn8 _Ith £teld etren_th. _'hen the photon
energten ere not large c_pared to the cpacln_ bet_-een these L_ndau
staten, thz pair production rates are ot_ificantly influenced by
qu_ntu_ effects. In the preceedln5 calculatlono. _e have neglected
the ef£eet o£ the die.crete e4_- staten on the p_Ir production
rates. In the cede of the one-photon rate, qu_ntt_ effects are

D-_portant u4_en the quentlty 2 (E/2nc2)2/(B/Bor) Is 8_115 (le. for
Ic_a te::peratureo end high field etrengths). _]ecreacto_ the rate
bele_ the value given by the aoy_ptotic e_reoolon [Eqn (lb)]. The
t_o-photon pair production rate hem not been calculated in a
r.agnetLc field, _o ue have used the free-_pace rate, _here the

-. electron and positron _r_tes ere aoou_d to be plane traves. The
effect of the _netlc l_leld _lght be e_tlc_ted by ex_J.ning the
behavlor of the Inveree procees, t_-photon annihilatlon, _hlch has
been calculated In a strong _agnetlc fleld. 6 There la no
slgniflcent deviation from the free-_pace rate until the fleld
• ppro_che_ 10 I_ G, and at thls point, the one-photon annlhllatlon
rate begins to docLtnate. Therefore, fro_ the proceeding ar_ur_cnt,
our calculation of the ratio of the t_o rates is probably _.o_t
accurate belc_ B -- 1013 G end at higher t_peratures.

Photon distributions other than _lax_ellian _._y be _0re i
!

realistic, since ga_'_a-ray bur_t source enftt/ng regions are not
li_ely to be In equilibrlt_. The calculatlon presented here is _ant ]
only to glve an Idea of the relatlve behavior of the one- and t_o-
photon processes. The actual rate of palr production In the source
region t_ould be an equlllbrlu_ $olutlon Includlng other processes
affecting the distribution of photons and palro, ouch as
annihilatlon, synchrotron radiation and absorptlon, and Co_pton
scatterlng. Co_parlson0 ouch a_ this, hovever, r_ay a_d in the
construction of the =ore _elf-conolotent _ode1_ by Indicating uhich
processes are i_portant.
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PAIR PRODUCTI6_N,'D N_NIHILATIONIN STRONG_GRETIC FIELDS

3, g. D_u_orty
University of Horth Corolina-Aohevlllo, Achevillo, _C 28804

t

• A.K. HordLng
NAS/VGoddsrdSpace Flight Center, Greenbelt, KD 20771

! ABSTRACT

i Electro=_gnetlc pheno__na occurring in the presence of strong
megnotic fl_Ids era currently of great Interest in high-energy

• astrophyslco. In particular, the process of p_ir _zoductlon by
oinglo photons In tho presence of fields or order 10 Gcuoolo of

' l_portance in cascade _odols of pulsar g_-'-_s roy e=icsion, and _y
; also beco._ olgnlflcant in theories of othor radlotlon phen_na
: whose sources _y be neutron stars (e.g., g_ roy bursts). In
: addition to pair production, the inverse process of pair

annihilation is greatly affected by the presence of cuperotrong
m3gnetlc fields. The =oat significantdepartures fro_ _nnlhilatlon
processes in free specs are a reduction in the total rate for
onnlhilotloninto two photons, o broodenlngof the fc_illsr 511-keY
llne for annihilotlonat rest, and the possibilityfor annihilotlon

:: into a si_le photon (which do=Inatee the two-photon cnnlhilatlon
_or B > IO Gauss). The physics of these pair conversion proceuses,
which is reviewed briefly, can become quite complex in the
terog_uss regi_, and con Involve calculations which ore technically
difficult to incorporate into r_odelsof _Ission _echcni_=s in
neutron star _gnetoepheres. However, recent thooreticul wo_k,
especiallyIn the case of palr annihilation,also suggestspotential
techniqus_ for _ore direct _asure._entsof field strengthsnear the
stellareurfece.

• INTRODUCTIO_
z

: The observational discovery of pulsars in the late sixties was
rapidly followed by their identificationwith rotating m_gnetlc
neutron stars. Early models of these objects, in which tho magnetic
fields were postulatedoa the means by which the stellar rotatlonel

, energy could be converted to electro_sgnetic radiation, In fact led
to en?_mous estimates of the gurface field strengths, on the order
of 10-- Gauss or even more. Hacroscopic fields of such intensity
are roughly six orders of magnitude greater than the strongest
attainable laboratory fields (which are currently the _e_egauss
fields generated by implosive flux-co=pression techniques ). In

- fact, the field strengths thought to exist in the interiors and
magnetospheres of neutron stars may well be the highest values
occurringin nature.

• In light of the fact that teragaussmagnetic fields are as
exotic by _errestrial standards, it is not surprising that the
theory of electromagneticphenomenaoccurringin such an environment
is far from complete.Althoughmany of the fundamentalsin this area

p.tL_CF.,DI;_GI_\G_ IJLAN'_ _O_ _I2_D" 13
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wore investigated well before the discovery of pulsars1, oven the_e
. early investigations hove only gradually become well known to

• astrophysicists. Hence a considerable _ount of effort has been
ep_nt, especially in the loot decode, on efforts both to increase
our understanding of quontu_ electrodyn_!eo in strong fields, end

• to incorporate this knowledge into opoclfic _odele of n_utron otor
magnetospheres end their emission e_chonlo=s.

In thls discussion we will revlc_ _o_ recent developments tn
these erase, espcclelly those rolotlng directly to electron-positron
pair converolon processes. The treatment is brief and incoc..plete,

but is intended to convey roughly the level of our current kno,ledgo
of these processes, and to Indicate eo_ of the difficulties which
this sort of physics presents to those Interested In building models
of pulsar cascade oh_ere and other neutron star e_looion
mechanisms.

QUANTUHELECTRODYNP_ICSIN STRONGIL_GNETIC FIELDS

Although on o scale of the dimensions of o neutron afar the
magnetic field la certainly nonuniform, the length scale of interest
in quantu.n el¢ctrodynomics to eo much r-_oller (on the order of the
Campion wavelength) that in calculations of electron-photon
interactions the field _y be considered perfectly unlfo_ end
infinite in extent. It may be noted that this is olremdy o good
opproxlmaticn for typical accelerator m_gneto, end mhould in Fact he

much better for neutron star dlmenslono, _hether the_e fields might
be simply dipolar or of some more complex _ultipolor form. Horeover,
the field le believed to be oo Intense that Its treatment an o

classical or prescribed "external" Field (which in not itself
influenced by the particle interactions) lo ales an excellent
approximation. Hence the fundo_ntel tool needed for calculating
electromagnetic processes in neutron oter magnetospheres is the
quantum mechanics1 solution for electron/positron motion In a
constant, uniform magnetic field. Fortunately this la one of the
cases for whlc_ exact solutions of the relativistic Dlroe equation
ere available . _e will not discuss the details of these
wavefunctions here, but will concentrate on the ehergetlco and
kinematics associated with the_a.

The energy levels of e Dirac electron m_vlng in o uniform
magnetic field B may be written in the form

En = [c2p 2 + m2c_(l + 2r_/Bcr)]l/2 (1) •

where p deno_ the component ._) momentum parallel to the field
axis, B = m e /c_,1 = 4.414 X 10 Cause, end n = O, I, 2, ... The

" form o_rthio equation shows that the parallel momentum to not
affected by the presence of the field, while the transverse motion
is quantlzed. The critical fleld strength B is seen to be o
eo_blnatlon of fundamental constants whose vo_ue to ouch that o

transition between adjacent orbitols produces on energy change
comparable to the rest mass of the electron.

It is _orth noting that the fully relatlvlatlc Direc solutlon_

14
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to ths cqu_ticns of _otlon, which card,pond to the energy level
for=ulQ given above, _hould be profor_ed to the co_rcoponding !

• r_nrolotiviotic Schr_dingor w_vefunctiono in _oot ¢pplicationo to !
r_-utron olaf eotrcphyolca. Thio io true in lmrtlculer when either
the parallel _ntu= p or the nroduct r_/B . boco--_.ool_nlfleent
co=pored to the rest energy r__. For fiol_ for below O_r, the

" trenoverao energy become largo only for cnoz_.eua volute o_ n (In
which coee the trcnoitiono to labor levels produce what la usually
te=_ed oynchroteon radlotlon), tlo_ovor, at flold strengths

co=parable to Bc., oven ¢odcrate values of n (normallyQ_oeolatod
with nonrelotlv£_'tic"cyclotron"redlation)con produce offootlvoly
relativlotlcb_havlor.

Somaobviouo choroctoriotica of the relativistic _otion m_y be
inferred f_Flgure I, which shows the first f_ energy levels in a

field of P tcrcgcu_a. (Hero
B = 5 = 1_ 2 G L the parallel r_=ontu_ p hao

• boon oct to zero.) As the
. • figure tndic_teo, each

-- energy level above the

ground atate E actually-- 3 correaponda to _o dietinct
spin states, which P_.aybe

3 _ _ thought of oo "up" or

n _xaH "do_n" along the rleld
directlon. It ==y be found

-- 2 fro_ the relotlvlotie
2 Dirac wavefunctions that

tranaltlons involving apln
flips are leas probable
than the corresponding

I -- I "no-fllp" tronaitlons.

j However, the full act of

apln otates _ust be
considered in determining
the relativepopulationsof

0 excited atateo in neutron

5=+1 S=-1 olaf magnetospheres. In
• addition, the decreasing .

Fig. 1. Energy-level diagram for a spacings between levels for
Dlrac electron in a uniform Incroaolng quantu_ nu=bera
magnetic field of 5 teragsuos. Here n l_plleo that _ult!,levcl .
n Is the ocbital quantum number as populations will produce _ "
given in eq. (1), and the parallel not only multiple harmonica
momentu_ p = O. Scale at right is of emission lines,but aloe
the energy spacing in unlta of llne-apllttlng effects at

. cyclotron energy _ = e%B/mc, each harmonic•

In te_ms of perturbation theor7 calculations, pair production
• and annihilation effects in strong magnetic fields are deacribad not

only by 3the familiar aecond-order Feynman diagrcms for these
praeeaoea , but else by flrst-order diagrams involving only a alngle

15
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photon vertex. However, the moaning of "first-order" hero _ust be
. clarified. In contr_st to quant_ electrodyn_mtco in free specs

! (where in fact oil first-order processes are klncmatteolly
forbidden), the Dlrec electron wavefunetlon Itself fully deoceibes
the Interaction _lth the constant, uniform magnetic field to el!

• orders, while teonaitLons induced by eadletlen-fleld photons ore
descelbed by pertuebatlon
theory. The distinction ie
shown in Figure 2, which
compares the second-orde_
process of Bremsatrahlung in
field-free space with the
"first-order" process of 'X
magnetic Bremestrahlung
(synchrotron radiation),, in a
uniform magnetic field• (Note

./ that there Is a second
/ contribution to c_oe (o), in

which the vertices are (o) (b}
interchanged.) In (b) the
electron interaction with the
macroscopic B-field le depicted Fig. 2. Comparison of second-order
os en infinite number of diagram (o) for Bremoatrshlung in
zero-frequency photons, as free space with "first-order"
opposed to the single "photon" diagram (b) for magnetic
associated with the microscopic Bremsstrahlung (synchrotron
Coulomb field of a nucleus in radiation) in external field.
case(o).

Of the four po_oible ways to draw. Feynmon diagrams for
flrat-ordertransitlons,two representJustthe familiarprocesses
of synchrotronrediatlonand absorption.Obvlouolythese effects are
observablefor fields far below the criticalvalue B , although it
should be noted that the behavior of these arrests in the
strong-field regi=o is quite diff_rcpt from that associated with
interctelloror accelerator fields'--.However, the remaining two
first-order processes, _nich are seen to be pslr production and

.._ annihilation,ore essentiallyqusntum-_chenicsleffects and as such
become eignlfioant (i.e., observable) only for fields approaching

Bar" The kinematics of oil the first-order transitions ore
determined by two equations, one for con_ervation of energy and one
fo_ conservation of parallel momentum:

%_u = Ej + Ek (2a)

" _cosO/c = p + q (2b)

where (El,p) end (E.,q) are the total energy and parallelmomentaof
- the positron and e_ct_on respectively,and _ is the angle between

the photon wave vector _ and the field direction. There is no
equation for the conservation of transverse momentumbecause the
field itself participatesin the transversemomentum transfer, and

!
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aineo tho field linee are e=_u=:d to b= infinitely "rigid" it lo not

. possible to doto_in= the trcnavorco _o=ontu_ exchange _ufro_cd by
the particles. It 1o perhaps _orth noting, however, that the
rigidity o? the flold llnee la else roqulred to guarantee the
con_orvatlonof totol energy c=ong the pertlaloa (oqu_tion2o). In

• the case or neutron oter _gnotic fields, the oeeu_ptlon of
infinitely rigid flold llneo Io on axt_c=oly good =pproxi_etlon,
einea the field io both ouporotrong end ¢nd "anchored" (_ochonloelly
supported) by the _oo of the star itself.

PAIR PRODUCTION

The process of r_gnetic pair production (the oonveralon of o single
photon into an alootron-pooitron pelf in the praoonee of end
extern_.l_ognotic field) h_o boon Investigated by a number of
authors - , end the oeeontiol results hove boon knc_n (olthou_ in
ao=e caeca avoilebla only ee unpubllched doctoral theses) since the
early fifties. The quontlty of phyolool lntereot in dealing with
this procose ie the attenuation coerfici=nt (invorDo of the _oen
free path) fo_ a photon of epoelfiod energy Od end poloriza_ion
vector _ , propagating at come anglo _ to the uniform _gnotic
field _. (Henceforth natural unite, in which _ = c = 1, will bo

aeau_ed.) The ectuol
calculation of the attonu_tlon I
coefficient, ba_ed on the

•,_ flrat-order Feyn_an dlegr_m
I0 "\ dlecuesed above, _y be

/ performed in the Lo_entz fre_e/ foe which the photon motion le

5 o o porpendleulsr to the field

"-- • o _o"_ /p : 0 dlroctlon, with theundoratandlngthat the _esulta
. _o • o_',,_ (for unpolorlzed photons at

lea_t) may be generalized to
0 5 IO arbitrary direction_ of

propagation by making Lorontz
k (e') trensformatlona parallel to B.

We will follow thlo approach,

Fig' ). glnem_tically+allowed but wo must remember that the
stotea for the cre_tod e /e" pai_ final step of transformingthe
with quant_ numbers (J,k). results must eventually be

performedin epplicotlona_hore
k..'B = O.

Before wo give the results of the dynamical calculations, it
will be useful to conalder the kinematic aepecto of the pal_
pcoductlon process. The final otatoa Of this process (n_moly the
pair) may be labeled by two quantum numbers (J,k) dcacrlblng the
energy leve]_ of the electron and posit-on respectively. Aa

• discussed in the preceding_ectlon,the kinematicalrequlromentsmay
be expressedaa equatlon_ (2a,b).Now for a given photon energy and I
field strength B, these equations may be solved for the parallel
momentump:

17
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p- p(J,k) -_n[u ,2- 1- (5 +k) a' + (_-h)2--_n_ 1/2 (_)

where.'= _/2_ and Be= B/8 .. The a_ergy-momontumroetrlctlon8 are
equivalent to the requirementthat p be a nonnogotive number! for
given _l and B, any pair atate8 (J,k) which meet thle requirement

= will be allowed.Ao ehown in Figure _, the region oF allowedetatea
in the (J,k) plane is thua enclosedwithin the line correspondingto
the equation p(J,k;_,B) = O. The aum of the individualtransition
rates rot theae flnol atate_ will yield the attenuationcoofficlont
for the pair eonvoroion proceos. In add!tlon, the relative
probebilltiea for the varlou, tranoltlona over the (J,k) plane
determlne the energy dlatrlbutionof the emergent pair, which is
al8o of importancein applicatlona(e.g., pulaarcaocademodela).

The explicit calculotlonof the attenuationcoefficlentsin
terms of the Dirao ,averunotlonohaa been fully dlecu_ed in the
references mentioned above and will not be repeated here. The
reeult8 for the caeoB of photona whose electric vectoro are
polarized parallel and perpendicular to the field direction
reepectlvely are given by the expressiono

. _ 22 2 2_I(u,.B, ) o_ {(_zk+=-p )(IH(J,k)l+l_ (J-Z.k-1)l)
2[ j klpjkl

2

.- a 2 2 2 2)
I I{1_ _ +m+p )(IHlJ-l,k) I +lH(J,k-1)l

:
/

2

2 G-S

uhere _ 2_' H(],R) - (-i) G-$ S_ e-_/2 _ "-Z- C-S.- , z.s (_)'
• B'

• andG - ,-_x(J,k),S -_n (J,k)..

18
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At First glance the:e equations ere not vow illu_inating, but rro_

- the_ we c_n l_diatoly infer one i_ortsnt aspect of the behavior
of the ottenuatlen co_ffielento _8 functlono of photon energy end
field strength. The
appearance of the t0' , _-_

" monentu_ term p In e,Oc,
the denominutor of
each su_msnd l_plies _e
that If any p
vanishes, the entire _.

expression becomes
\

singular. Now From --tOt
equation (}) it may _ "t

be seen that fo_ ,.._
each integer poi_ _ _
(J,k), only certain
combinations of

and B can make p _ , t , _ _ _ = = ,
•- venioh. Thlo in turn e.o L2 1.4 L6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 _6 2.8 _0

lmpliea that for =(u,v|
fixed B the
a t t e n u a t i o n Fig. 4. Exact attenuation coefficients for
eoefflciento R(_,B) photons propagating at right anglos to the
are singular at e Field direction and _ith polc_izatlons
discrete sequence of parallel _nd perpendicular to the field,
energies _jw, with plotted re, energy for fixed B (here chosen
each singularity to be Bcr).
resulting from
particular (J,k) valuer for which p = O. In terms of Figure _, the
attenuation coefficients are singular whenever oJ end B ore such
that the line p(J,k; oJ ,B) = 0 intersects an integer pair (J,k).
Hence a plot of R(OO ,B) vs.cd shows the Bert of oawtooth behavior
which io depicted in Figure _. The enorgle8 st which the

singularities occur are readily found from equation (_), end by
plotting these energies it is found that the average apaclng between

peaks rapidly becomes smaller as the field strength is decreased,
and tha_ for fixed B the peaks in successive fixed-length energy

• intervals doJ become more numerous.

This complex behavior was "._°_d, even by the earliest author_; who investigated this process but For the moxl_um field

strengths then considered to be of concelvable practical interest,
the density of 81ngularlties in measurable energy intervals _ould be
so great that only smoothed-out, average values taken over each
interval were considered to be of physical interest. Hence

. asymptotic expressions for the attenuation coefflclentB, volld in
the limiting regimes oJ>> 2m and B << B were derived from

expressions (4). The crucial steps involved _' this derivation are

the replacement of the (j,k) summations by Integrations over
• suitably chosen continuous variables, and the =etermin_tion of

appropriateo l_symptotic forms for the generalized Laguer_epolynomials-' . (For a recent discussion of this derivation, see ,

reference_.) The final results are expressible in the _elatively 1

19 I!
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;; simple form

°° B' e_ (-_) _'a'1_: = <<Z
• E- o.z3 3x (5)

" :: A comparison of the asymptotic results with th_ exact forms (4) for
two sample field strengths in shown in Figure 5.

In most astrophysical applications to date_Ae_ecislly in
models of cascade showers in pulsar magnetospheres ' , the last

10r-_--_-=-=--J ; , , form of the attenuation
[ coefficient has been used.

_[ 8,5=10_G Since the typical photon
___- energies produced by

t curvature or synchrotron
0 /_ _q_" _ radiation in a cascade= / sequence are well above the

= i i HeY range, and the ambient

,rE -5 /t _.._ _ field strengths are usually/_-" assumed to be no more than a

i \!_8=I0,ZG/'" few teragausa, the complex_-I0 I

I /" behavior for nesr-threahold

• .15 I energies and fields B <Bcr

[l_.._=_ has essentially been
ignored. Hsreover, the-_0

...., , , , , , , , ,," energy distribution of the
0 I Z _ pair has usb,lly been

=(v:_} assumed to be gi/en simply

Fig. 5. Comparisons of exact by E_ = o.)/2. (It should
(unpolarized) photon attenuation also be noted that only
coefficients vs. asymptotic forms unpolarized attenuation
for I- and 5-tersgauos fields, coefficients are used in

these models.)

However, it turns out that this asymptotic form is often not a
good approximation at all, since (as mentioned above) it is really
necessary to torentz-trsnsform the attenuation coefficients before
they may be applied in frames for which k_.Bdoes not vanish. Now it
turns out that the transform8tion law of the attenuation

coefficients may be expressed as

" _ O

This law expresses the fact that energetic photons, propagating at
an angle _ _ I/SO to the field direction, may be
tocentz-tronaformed down to energies near (or even below) threshold

" in the "transverse" frame for which k.B : 0. But it is just such

: angles of propagation which are typical for the curvature-radiation
photons which should inititete the pulsar cascade process. Hence o

. ; proper treatment of pair production by such photons must toke Inio
account the near-threshold effects, and the resulting modifications
to the estimated multiplicities (ratios of secondary pairs to the
number of radiating primary electrons drawn from the stellar
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outface) nay hove o significant effect on the entire oo6eode
dove]sprint. Horoover, it turns out that the energy distributions of

" the pnire in the near-threshold or hl_h-fiold reglm=o, as doto_inod
by the individu¢l contributions to expressions (4), con broaden
considerably and even _how doubte-pe_kod behavior oa _ho_min Figure

• 6. (The double peaks Imply that one _er_borof the pair tendo to get
moot of the photon energy, whllo the other e_rg_o _eh clo_or to
Ito ground otate.)Hence the usual aaou_tlon that E_ = _J/2 io aloe
likely to be o poor _pproximation.Thlo io unfortunatelyonly one
example where more careful treetmentoof the underlyingprocessesin
neutron star magnetospheresmay force significant revlolona to
current modelo or their emleoionmechani_.o.

13.........

12

4

Fig. 6. Energy dlatrlbutlonsfor
_. one member of the created pair,
w 3 computed from an integrationover

the (J,k) probability
dletrlbutlone. The dlotrlbutlona

2 shown ore ell normellzcdto unity,
and ore plotted vs. pair energy

I_ divided .by photon energy.

0
o 0.5

PAIR ANNIHILATION

The inverse process of first-orde_.o_ir production, namely pair
"_ annihllation into a oingle photon-°;i/, Is also of interest in
\ neutron star astrophysics, but in this case the process becomes

significantonly for fields very close to B • In weaker fields the
first-orderprocess is dominatedby the analog of annlhilationin
free apace, in which two or more photons make up the final state.
The two-photonennlhilationprocess, which will be discussed later

• below, is itoelf strongly modified by ambient flelda of a few
teragaussor more.

The kinematics foe one-photon annihilationare similar to
equations (2) for pair production,where the roles of initial and
final states are now rewrsed. These equations imply that for
annihilationby pairs at rest, the emergent radiationmust form a
flat fan beam at right angles to the field direction.Foe thermally

/
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._ ! or otherwise broadened e+/e - parallel momentum dlstrlbutiono, the
, ! fan beam would fill out to a form such so that shown in Figure 7.

. ; ',, Correopondlng to the angular distribution, the spectral distribution
of the photon, assuming emission at specific angles, have

, characteristic asymmetrical shapes as shown In Figure 8. Both the
overall shlft toward higher energies and the increased broadening

• _ are due essentially to the Doppler effect caused by annihilation of
_ pairs with nonzero net parallel momentum.

- _ G
v$ e io4_ : • -

o

f.,q.,O.
_,,_, l.O_,V

10"t_ .

Ot(-,O)

[ c='l

B=IxlO°G i0"11

I o:q.:o
Pc qc 50keV !

, , • . *,_ i0"II
Tr 1.0 1.5 2.0

: 1_w(UeVl

Fig. 7. Angular distribution of Fig. 8. Differential one-photon
the one-photon annihilation annihilation spectrum emitted
radiation resulting from from a ground-stets gas of
Geussien electron-positron electrons and positrons with
distributions with momentum Gsusslen parallel momentum

widths of 50 keY, in a field of distributions, here with widths
I0 tersgauss (see reference 17). of I HoV (reference 17).

Separate spectra are shown for
three angles of emission.

The kinematics for two-photon annJhilatlon are more complex but

r are still, characterized by a loss of transverse momentum
' conservation. As in the case of the first-order processes, the

electron wavefunctions (and here the propagator as well) correspond
' i to the Dirac constant-field wavefunctions. Several dynamical and

kinematical aspects of two-photon annihilation turn out to be of
special interest for neutron star astrophysics. The first Is a

" reduction in the total annihilation rate as compared with the

free-space value, accompanied by a flattening of the isotropic
angular distribution of the emitted phatop_ (tending toward s fan

. beam perpendicular to the field direction)_. In addition, the role

of the field as a transverse momentum absorber leads to s _arply
field-dependent broadening of the annihilation spectrum • In
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peltticular, for annihilation at rest, the spectz_J_ is no longer
constrained by _mentum conservation to the familiar 511-key line,

" but is broadened to on extent which is quite sensitive both to field
strength end anglo or omission (see for example Figures 9,10). The
l|ne broadening is especially interesting In that it might beco.-_

• observable to detectors with high energy resolution for fields of
only e few terogeuss. Hence aas potential means for direct
measurement of Field strengths, the line-broadened two-photon
annihilation spectrum might hove wider usefulness. In this context
"L should be alas be noted that the angular dependence of the

+ broadening effects should, in beom_ emerging from local "hot spots"
,. of rotating neutron stars, translate to a temporal dependence of thepulsed emission.

Zm m 2=
.I=14 I;I _ 4m*

0t) %

0 .2 .4 ._ .8 1.0 ' '_'

ee IMIYl .2 .4 .6 _ I_

Fig. 9. Two-photon annihilation Fig. tO. Two-photon spectrum for
spectrum for pairs at rust, annihilation at rest in a field
observed perpendicular to the of lO teragauss, ss viewed from
field direction, for several several polar angles.field strengths above one
teragauss. The sharply
field-dependent line broadening
is evident and is here due
entirety to the loss of
transverse momentum conservation
in the intense field (i.e., no

• thermal broadening is included).
. :

o Finally, it should be noted [hat the range of f_eld strengths
' over which the line broadening and overall rate decrease of the
I two-photon annihilation procese becomes observable is really quite

small, on the order of only one teragau9s. _h_ same statement holds
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_or the _cro_sover" fleld strength (r._t 10 terag:u--s) 8t which tt_
"- total one-photon cnnlhilation rate b_gins to d_min_te the.two-photon

rate, a_ r_h_n in flguz_ II. Given this e_tz_e r.er_itivltyto th_
S e_bient field strength, it _ey eventually beco_e poaoible for

detectors with both high _pectrel _nd tc=poral resolution to provide
" accurate local valuta or even _.ps of the surface fields through the

measurement of r_ihilotion r_dlation.

CONCLUSION

The detailed physics of processes in teragauss rragneticfields,

including the si_le first- and second-order processes of the type
discussed above, is still far from complete. The calculations of
even the first-ord_r processes involve a great deal of technical
difficulties which ere especially troublesome in the context of
neutron star astrophysics, _herc often time-consu_ing calculations
are already required to estimate emission spectra from the models.

Indeed, it appears in _any cases impractical to incorporate _exact"
expressions such _e e_Jution (A) into models of pulsar cascades or
gamma-ray burst touzles, at least with computing _sourc_s that are
less than what currently fall into the category of Bupercomputers.
On the other hand, the analytical difficulties end pitfalls
associated with attests to improve or extend the as)n_ptoticresults
for these processes are equally formidable, and the reliability of

. the results is open to question.

_hese same problems ere only aggravated if we begin to consider
various other fundamental processes, most of them intrinsically more

complex than the si_le pair conversion effeccs discussed here,
" which may also play significant roles in neutron star astrophysics-

these may b tioned such elf.e:
Among oF refraetio_ B'_, photon splitting_, as the field-inducedindex trident production-,

and such complications to the pair annihilation process as

24
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- "rmgnetic= poslt_l_ fo:_-_tlonend ennihilotlon of po_It_'_ with
the cJt_=te electrons in the _urfece layet_ of the n_utron star. At
pcea_t, it is sQre to say that the th_o_etlcal pL_ble:m in this
ores wltl only alo=ly be put to rest.

" At the s_ce ti_, it io encoureglng to note that even2[olrly
eler_ntary _od_ls of such p_e-_s_ _ pulsar cascoda chewers hove
already yleld_d re.enable agt_-=_nt ulth the currently nvnilcble \
observational data, in oplte of the fact that the fund_aentol

= conversion ptocess_ have been t_eated in rather c_uda ways to d_te.
Hence it v_y be that refin._-_-ntato the theoretical trash:ante of

these processes will only i_ove this agre_.-ent _nd not p_u_e
drostlc or quslltntive changer3 in the existing _odels. At pregnant,
however, it appears necessary not only to _ke the ucual plea for
_ore observational data, but also to _-_hnslze the n_ed for further
theoretleal investigations of the elementary proce_sea of hlgh-fleld
physics end their careful t_eatment in _odels of pulsars, pulsatlng
X-ray sources, end g_._a-ray bu_ters.
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ABSTRACT

-- For a satisfactory understanding of astrophysical annihilation
radiation, expecially that observed fro: the galactic center
direction, the Interaction of positrons with the ambient medium
must be carefully Investigated. Although hot, ionized regions may
be t_portant sources of annihilation radiation, in this report I

z will ex_._ine _ainly tile stcpler processes occurring in
. ," low-t_perature neutral hydrogen gas. The goal ts to set limits on
"' conditions in the annihilat|on region by using the predictions of

atomic theory cc_....paredwith the observed x-ray line width,
continu_.._ strength and ti_.e dependence.

IIlTRODUCTION

Suppose that positrons of energy high co=pared to the
Ionization energy of ato,_|c hydrogen (13.6 eV) enter a region
containing cold, non-ionized atomic hydrogen and nothing else.
Assu_e furtherthat no magnetic field or radiationis presentIn
the region and that the hydrogendensity is much less than 1012
cm-3. He are thus considering a very si_.ple, idealized no_el for
the galactic center annihilation source and _111 try to predict the
properties of the annihilation radiation emerging from this
source. In spite of the simplicity of the model, tt wtll be seen
that a good deal of interesting physics is Involved in its i
analysis. At the present riCe, there are no experimental data on

the co11|sion of p_sitrons with atonic hydrogen, as there are formolecular hydrogen and at_tc heltum.( On the other hand, the
theoretical situation, although still imperfect, ts relatively
good, as I will show.

The observat|ons 3-5 of the galactic center annihilation
radiation are easily su_artzed:
1. A narro_ line is seen; the best measurements of its width
(FWRH)gives 3.13 * 0.57 keV. With a detector resolution of 2.72
keV, the source line width is 1.6(+0.g,-1.6) keY, consistent with
zero.
2. The energy, of the line is very accurately that expected for
e+ - e" annihilation at rest, 510.90 * 0.25 key comparedwith

- 511.00 key in the laboratory.
3. There is some evidence_ for the existenceof a continuum
componenton the low-energyside of the line in additionto a
power-1aw background.
4. The intensityof the llne radiationis definitely
time-variable,5 with a time constantless than about I/2 year.

In the next section the physicalprocessesleadingto
annihilationof positronswill be described,and the resultingline

.
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- width will be shown to be too l_e to agree with observations.
The standard _odtftcatton, a11o_ing the annihilation region to be
partly ionized _|11 also be discussed. In the final section a
possible loophole will b._ described, perhaps a11o_fng retention of

" the original picture of a cold, non-Ionized region and predicting
some observational consequences, (_uchof the discussion below is
based on the work of Bussard et ai.6 and Cranne11 et al.7

POSITROI¢AtINIHILATI0;|

Five differentreactionscan occur in posltron-hydrogen
co11|sionsat r._derateenergies (13.6 eV < E < I keV):

e• • H • e. • H (Elasttc Scattering) (la)
• 2 H• (Direct Annihilation) (lb)
• e_ : H* (Excitation) (lc)
• e• • e- • H+ (Ionization) (ld)
• Ps • H* (Posttronit.-_ Formation) (le)

SteckerO pointed out very early that in this energy range only
the last process ts effective tn annihflcting positrons, since Ps
formation has an atomic-sized cross-section of order ao2 (-10-16c_2)
while process Ib is radiative,of order re2 (-i0-26cm2}.
Essentialto thls argument Is the low density of scatterers;once a
Ps atom Is formed it has no furthercollisionsin the short time
before it annihilatesInto 2 y-rays (1.25 x 10-10 sec) or 3
y-rays (I.4 x 10-7 sec). (The oppositeoccurs In cost laboratory
experiments where high densities are nttintatned; Ps fomation in
this energy range ts merely an Inelastic p_cess, since the Ps ato,_
is almost always collJsionally ionized before It annihilates.)

With these considerations in Bind, I can describe the life
story of a positron very simply. It enters the cold atomic

: hydrogen reglonat so,,_ehlgh energy and loses energy by processes
: (lc) and (Id). At about 100 eV process (to) begins to become

non-negllglble,and for the rest of its llfetimeevery co111slon
carriesa certain Increaslngrisk of Ps formationand i=_e.dfate
annihilation. It is the velocitydistributionof the Ps atoms at

T the instantof their annihilationinto 2 y-rays that determinesthe
wldth of the observedannihilationllne. Before exa_inlngthis

: questionmore quantitativelylet us first note that positronsof
i energy E produceposftronfumatoms of energy E - Eo (where
: Eo = 6.8 eV, the thresholdfor process (le) givi_ a rectangular

d(strIbut(onin the line-of-_inhtcomponent of veloci(:yVz." rangingbetween vz = * _#(E-Eo))me;Since the Doppler shift
i of one of the annThilationy-rays is a = (Vz/C)meC, one ge,s
L a rectangularline profile of width

• f

d( I_ = 2a = 1.430 E(ev)-6.80 keV. (2)

i For this monoene_etic positron distributionto satisfy the
I

(
t
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experimentai constraint F' < Z.5 key Eq. (Z) requires E < 9.86 eV; we
" w111 see shortly that this-is an unreasonably lo_ energy.

In Ref. 6, _ detailed t!onte Carlo st.ralation is carried out,
in which an ense._ble of positrons ts follcwed downwardin energy
until annihilation tokes place. The resulting y-ray ltne histogram
corresponds to a width of 6.5 keY, in clear disagreement with
observation. Rather than repeating the details ilere, I will use a
simple continuous slo_tng-do_n _odel to describe the the_altzatton
of the positrons. First, hovlever, it (s necessary, to review the
status of positron-hydrogen scattering theory, beginning wtth the
Ps-fomatt on cross-secti on.

This cross-sect(on (s difficult to c(_pute accurately, (n part
because of the unsyn_trtcol relationship between initial and final
states in Eq. (le); the center of mass coordinate of the Ps atom is
not a natural one for the initial e. - tl state, t(evertheless, a
number of t_o-channel calculations have been carried out both for
s-waves9 and p-waves, 10 and they agree (n pred(cting a great
reduction below the Born cross-section _ for Ps formation, but
they do not extend up to energies of interest here. For'that
reason, a phenomenolooical extension to higher energies was carried
out, z_ whtch used a modified Born approximation whose L=O and L=I
parttal cross-sections were reduced to agree with Refs. 9 and 10,
ano whose L > 1 terns .ere unchanged. The only real test of this
approximation comes from a comparison v_th the total Inelastic
cross-section of Htntck and Reinhardt, La obtained by a
sophisticated analytic technique. Although no distinction is made
between Ps fomation, excitation and ionization, only the first of
these is energetically allowed for energies betwee.= 6.8 eV and
10.2 eV. There is reasonably good agreement in this energy range
between the results of Refs. 12 and 13, encouraging _e to use the
results of Ref. 12 in the rest of the analysts. (Note that Ps

" fomatton in excited states has been neglected here; an increase of
less than 20 percent might be expected in the cross-section at
higher energy. )

I do not know of any positron-hydrogen ionization calculations
(except for the Born approximation which does not distinguish e.
from e-.) A very simple analytic form has been devised by
Lotz 14 for the e- - H ionization cross-section:

oI = 2.47 lnE [1 0.6 e-O.56(E-1)] (3)I

• a_ E

where E is the energy in Rydbergs. I will use Eq. (3) in the
. analysis, although there is no estimate of error in the e . case.

On the other hand there is a recentclose-coupllngcalculatlon
of the positron impactcross-sectionfor excitationof the n=2
levelsof hydrogen.15 Up to at least E = 7 Ry (_100 eV) these

" are well fitted by a fonnula like that of Eq. 3:

Cexc = 2.73 (In (4/3 E) (I-0.63e'O'S31E) . (4)

• a_ E
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The n=2 excitation should domtnate the total excitation process, so
I will use Eq. (4) tn the further analysis.

In Fig. 1 the Ps-formatfon cross-section and the inelastic
scattering c_ss-section (a I + oexc) a_ plotted as functions
of enerly. To gtve an idea of the uncertainty |n these quantft|es,

• &

_2 * "

' 0
0 _0 40 60 gO I00 110

ENERGY (eV)
Fig. I. Posltron-hydrogencross-sectionsas functionsof energy.
The solid line is for Ps formation(Ref.12) and the dashed line is

oI + Oexc (Eqs. 3 and 4). The dots and the cross are estimates
of aI . aexc obtainedby combiningthe resultsof Ref. 12 with
those of Ref. 13 and Ref. 16, respectively.

I have added a few additionalpoints: the six low-energypoints
_present the differencebewteen total inelasticfrom Ref. 13 and
Ps-formationfrom Ref. 12; the point at 100 eV is a slmilarresult
from an elkonalapproximatlon.16 These are both nigher than the
c_ss-section used he_, but not, I think, in too serious
disagreement;for atomic resea_h more accuracyis desirable,but
for ast_physics the p_sent resultsare quite satisfactow.

Beforecarryingout a more detailedcalculationof positron
slowlngdown and y-ray llne shape I can draw some seml-quantltative
conclusionsfrom Figure I itself. Notice that the two competi_
processes,inelasticscatteringand Ps fomatlon, are equally

. probableat a positronenergy of 28 eV. Of the positronssurviving
tO _ach this enemy one-halfwill form Ps at their next collision,
and from Eq. (2) rileywil! give a line width of 6.58 keV. It is
thus unlikelythat the observedwidth of _ 2.5 keV can be

" achieved.
To accountcorrectlyfor the large energy lossesoccurrlngat

each inelasticcollisiona Honte Carlo simulationis needed.b
But an approximate,qualitativelycorrect treatmentinvolvinga

3O
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. continuous slowtng-dov_napproximation Is easy to fomulate and
ylelds results much ltke the P,ore exact ones. Assu_e that all
positrons enter with the sa,,_ehigh tntttal energy E1 and lose
energy according to the equation

dE
• -[Oexc (E) aE . oI(E) AI] Hv(E) (5)--aT-

where the cross-sections are from Eqs. 3 and 4, N fs_ o_bg__umber
' density of hydrogen and v isthe positron velocity, J_E/_ e . The

energy losses wig1 be takeno as ,E. I0.2 eV and aI-17 eV.
Atthe same tlme, the swarm of positronsIs being depletedby
Ps-formationfollowing the equation

dn(E)
= -aps(E) n(E) v(E) N (6)

These coupled equationscan be integratedto give the time history
of a positron swarm or the time dependencecan be eliminated:

dn(E) dn(E) dE
= , (7a)

dn(E)
= g(E) n(E), (7b)

where 9(E) = ops(E)/[Oexc(E ) a£ + oi(E )aI]. Eq. (7b)
has the trivial solution

n(E) = n(EI) exp CEdE , g(E') , (8)
dE I

and I have plotted n(E)/n(EI) in Fig. 2, where EI = 20Ry = 272eV
is a high enoughenergy to be consideredasymptotic,since g(EI)
Is very sma1]. It is, of course, unrealisticto carry the solution
below E_ aI, since there the continuousslowing-down
approximationis grossly Incorrect.

The princlpalconcluslonto be drawn from Fig. 2 is that the
half-valueenergy,where only I/2 of the originalpositronsstill
survive is at a high energy, El/2 = 39 eV. This is a further
indicationthatmost of the Ps atoms formed are moving too fast to
give the requirednarrow annlhiIat|or,line. Furthermore,the exact

" line profilecorrespondingto this form of n(E) can be derived by
Integrati_jthe rectangularllne shapesof Eq. (2) normalizedto an
area proportionalto dn(E). That is,

SP(a) oZ dE' g(E'ln(E')/ . 191
Eo_a2/meC2
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Fig. 2. Percent of positrons originally at 272 eV survtvlng to
reach a given lower energy while slowing downin neutral atomic
hydrogen. _

0.8

o._

o.__ \
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Fig. 3. Gamma-rayline intensityas a functionof distance from
" the llne center A. The line is symmetricabout a = O.t
{
r
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In Fig, 3 I have plotted the annihilation line profile against a in
keV, (The central parts of the line Involving very low values of

I positron energy, where the present approximation ts poor, have been
extrapolated quadratically.) Thewidth of the ltne calculated this

• way ts 6.75 keY, tn goodagreementwith the t_.onteCarlo results of
Ref. 6, and onceand for all inconsistent with the obserwttons.

folloTh_,_sb solutton to the dilen_a is usually preset,ted as: If one allows so_e S-IO percent ionization in the gas
the slo._tngdownof the positrons is so efflc|ent that they do not
form an appreciable amountof positronium before they take up a
thennal velocity distribution. In Ftg. 4 a d|agramfrom Ref. 6 is
reproduced. It showsthe themal-average rates for the four

[ . iO-t$

_, ioz tos io4 tos to6 tot toa
! T(K)

o Fig,4. Rates(perunittargetdensity)at whichthemal positrons
- _ form Ps by charge exchange with H (Rce/nH) or by radiative

recombinationwithfreeelectrons(Rrr/ne),and annihilate
directlywith freeelectrons(Rda/ne) or withboundelectrons

) (Rda/nH),as functionsof temperature.(FromRef.6)
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i processesoccurrin_in partlallyionizedhydrogen. At temperatures
belo_Iabout 5 x I0J K the dominantprocessis radiative
recombinationwith an electronto fern Ps followedby

i'J annihilation. The shape of the resultingllne is

2/kTmec2: P (a) = e-A , (10)

its width Is7 1.105 (T4)1/2keV where T4 is the temperature
In I04K, and a satisfactoryllne width can be obtained. At
highertemperaturescharge exchange (Ps formation)with neutral
hydrogendominates;it rises very rapidly since only the tall of
the thermaldistributionabove Eo = 6.8 eV can contribute.

Once convincedthat annihilationfrom a thermalswarm is
occurring,we can, in principledeterminethe ionizationfraction
and the temperatureif we know the llne width and the Ps fraction.
At present,of course,we have only an upper limiton the llne
width, while there Is only roughand discordantdata on the Ps
fraction,which is obtainedby a delicateprocessof curve fitting
In the presenceof a large y-ray background. In Ref. 4 the most
probablePs fractionwas given as 92 percent (but consistentwith
zero). At this Workshop,however,Riegler17suggesteda value of
about 20 * 20 percent. Clearlyno conclusionis yet possible. If
the lower value proves to be.correct,however,severeconstlaints
wI11 be placed on the scena_described above. In particular,it
is not possibleto keep the Ps fractionbelow about 60 percent
while keeping the ionizationfraction>5 percent. Several possible
ways out of this dile_,awould be to a11ov1the annihilationto
occur at high density17 (to pick off the tripletPs) or to flood
the annlhilationregionwith ultravioletradiation(to ionize the
trlpletPs before decay.) I will proposeanother possibilityin
the next section,by going back to the completelyneutralcase.

, A TIHE-DEPENDENTSOLUTION
/

; In discussingFig. 2, I did not mention the fact that about 5
percentof the originalhigh-energypositronsavoid being

; annihilatedas Ps during the slowingdown process. This conclusion
was originallydra_n from the Monte Carlo calculationof Ref. 6,
but a similarestimatecan be obtainedfrom Fig. 2. Note that the
continuousslowlng-downmodel shouldnot be carriedto an energy
below 23.8 eV, since below that point a single ionizationevent
will bring the positronbelow the Ps-formationthreshold. But 19.0

. , percent of all the positrons reach 23.8 eV, and the probability
that the next collisionis an ionizationevent is Pi(23.8) =
oi(23.8)/ [oI . oexc + Ops] = 0.1335. Similarly,the

! probabilitythat the next collisionis an excitationevent is
• _ 0.2776, loweringthe positronenergy to 13.6 eV. At 13.6 eV, the

i excitationprobabilityis 0.1303; in effectwe are doing a very
• simpleHonte Carlo calculationfor the last few collisionsbefore
!

I
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the Ps threshold is reached. The result is

n(E<5.8) = n(23.8) [PI(23.8) + Pexc(23.8) x Pexc(13.6}]

= 3.2 percent,

in qualitative agreement with Ref. 6. Three. questions may be asked
about this positron residue: howwide is the _-ray line it
produces, what is the resulting Ps fraction, and what is its time
dependence

In this region (E < 6.8 eV) where energy loss is by elastic
scattering only (&E/E = 2_/m H per collision) and the
annihilation rate is very low (due to collisions with H atoms), the
continuous approximation is reliable. Using the almost e×act
e+-H annihilation and momentum-transfer cross-sections 18 in the
fol 1owlng equations

dE = -2me O_IT(E) Ev(E)N (11)
mH

dn(E) =-oA(E) n(E) v(E)N (12)

.._-
it is very easy to show that almost all the positrons cool rapidly
and annihilate at very low evergy. (For example, 94 percent of all
the positrons initially at 6.8 eV reach an energy of 0.05 eV,
corresponding to about T = 600 K.) They will then annihilate with
the boundelectrons in the atomic hydrogen ground state; the
quantum-n_chanical mo,mentumdistribution is the cause of the ......
annihilation line width, since the energy of the positrons is
nearly zero.

If one has an accurate e+-H zero-energy scattering wave
function_F(_, _), _here _, _are the co-ordinates of incident e+
and atomi_ e- (in atomic units) respectively, the annihilation
line profile is given by1.9

oo

oP(a)o_ . " dq q _Jolqx) (x,_) 2 (131

• _.mec:_
• Humberston20 has carried out such a calculation,althoughwith a

different situationin mind, and from it an annihilationwidth of
1.3 keV can be derived. (Severalreferences6,21,22have

• misquoted this as 2.6 keV.) This positroncomponentgives a narrow
annihilationline with a vanishlnglysmall Ps component. (If some

Ps is observed,a3verysmall ionized fractionwill account for it
easily; at T = 10 K, ne/nH = 0.0025 gives 20 percent Ps

" fraction.)
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In Ref. 6 we assumedthat the broadline due to Ps formation
and this narrow componentwere properly weighted and superposed,
since we assumeda ti¢_-independent source. This c_nbined
annihilation line is not narrow enoughto agree _ith the

" observations. The newsuggestion I would like to makeis basedon
the observedtime dependenceof the radiation.

Supposea short burst of positrons is injected somehowinto
our cold atomic hydrogen region. Wewould observe two successive
annihilation phases: Thepositrons would slow downin a relatively
short tf_,e and, as described, would form Ps in flight giving a wide
ltne at first. Soon,however, the only remaining positrons would
be in the componentbelow6,8 eV, annihilating slowly with a narrow
ltne width. FromEq. (12) it follows that if this secondcomponent
is being observedN > 106 cm-3 for a meanlife of 1/2 year. At
this density the first phaseshould take less t_an 10 percent as

. long, 23 about oneor two weeks. The conclusion is that randomly
timed observations of the galactic center are muchmore likely to
see narrow lines than wide ones, and this may be the explanation of
the present observational situation.

It is important, then, to try to observe the galactic center
source on a continuous basis, for the general purposeof charting
its time dependenceand specifically to look for the unique time
dependenceof the 1the width discussedabove.
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RADIATIONLURINOSITYOF CEJrrALP_JSA

11.Gehrelu_oT. L. Clineo W. S. Pacie_as+i*'
B. 3. Teegarden. and J. Tueller _*

"- RASAIGoddard Space F11ght Center, Creenbelt, HI) 20771

P. Durouchoux and 3. M. _ury
Centre d'Etudes Nucl_'alres de Saclay, France

ABSTRACT

A hlgh-resolutlon observation of the active nucleus galas/
CentaurusA (UGC 5128)_as made by the GSFC Low Energy Gnnna-ray
Spectrometer (LEGS) during a balloon fllght on 1981 November 19.

The _easured spectrum between 70 a_d 500 keY is .ue1_ represente.d by
a power lau of the form 1.05 x I0- (E/IO0 keV) -L'_y ph cm -2 s -L
_Ith no breaks or llne features observed. The 981 confidence (20)

keV 51_-keV positronflux upper limit for a narrow _< 3
annihilation line is 9.9 x 10-" ph cm- ',s-'. Using this upper

limit, the ratio of the narrow-llneannfhllati-.n radiation
luminosity to the integral > 511 keY lu_Ltnosity IS estimated to
be < 0.09 (20 upper llmlt). This is co_pared with the _easured val.e
for our galactic center in the Fall of 1979 of 0.10-0.13. indicating '
a difference tn the emission re_lons in the nuclei of the two
galaxles.

g
INTRODUCTION

CentaurusA (NC_ 5128) is a nearby galaxy (-5 Hpc) with an
active nucleus that Is an intense,source of X-rays and gamma-rays. t

The nuclear source is varlable on time scales from days to years and
is spatlally unresolved at X-ray energies; the upper 11nlt to the
slze of the nuclear componentof the X-ray e_isslonis 0.3 arcsecl
(8 pc). Einsteinobservationsindicatethat above - 2 keV the
nuclear componentdominatesthe X-ray emissionfrom the galaxyI. .

There are three previouslyreportedobservationsof Cen A by
Instrumentscapableof measuringa positronannlhilatlonfeatureIn

the spectrum: the R_ce Universityinstrumentin 19682 and 19743,
and HEAO A-& In 1978 . No lines were seen at 511 keV in an),of the

three observations,wlth _o flux upper ll_Its for an unresolvedllne 1
being 1-8 x I0-_. 8 x 10- , and 6.5 x I0-" ph cm-2 s-1, respec- i
tlvely. These instrumentse_ployed scintillationdetectorswlth }
energy resolutionsat 511 keV in the _0-70 keV Fi,_Hrange. We
report here the results of thP [irst high-resolutlon gamma-ray

observationof Cen A, made by an instrumentemployingGermanium i
detectorswith a resolutionof 2.2 keV Fk%IHat 511 keV.

* NAS/h'RCResidentResearchAssociate
+ Present Address: Departmentof Physics,Universityof Alabama, 1

Huntsvt l]e, AL 35899 _I
** Also the Universltyof Maryland q
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OBSERVATXONS OF FOOR QUj_dj,Ty

The GSFC Lo_ Energy _-r_y Spectrometer ('LEGS) perforr.s
high-resolution spectroscopy bet_reen -- 70 key and 8 _V using an
array of three cooled hlgh-purlty G_ detectors surrounded by an

" active K_I oclntilLstlon ohleld. The detectorshave an active volume
of 230 cm3 and a peak effective area of 35.5 c_ 2 at 130 keY.
The average In-fllght energy resolution rlses from 1.8 keY [q_IM at
70 key to 3.5 key at 2.6 _V. At 511 key the effective ares is 13.3
cu 2, and the resolution is 2.2 k_V F_IM. 1_ne active Nal shield _.s
- 12 cm thick and collimates the field-of-view of the detectors to
~ 16" FNIIM. The Instrument is balloon-borne and is mounted in a
servo-controlled gondola that uGes an altazi_Jth pointing system
under r_tcrocomputer control; the pointing precision is ~ 0.5 °. A
detailed deocrlptlon of LEGS is given by Pacle_as etal. 5.

The fnatrur_nt Iras launched fro._ Alice Springs, Australia on
1981 Nove._ber 19 and observed C_n A for_3 hours at an average llne-

of-_Ight ar_ospheric depth of 3.5 gcm -2- The observation was
dLvlded into 20-_Inute intervals during which the telescope was
alternately pointed at the source and away from the source for
background deter_inatlon. The oource flux was calculated by
subtracting the average background level from each 8ource Interval,
correcting for detector efficiency and atmospheric attenuation, and
su_Ing the resultiug residual flur.es.

Figure I sho'zs the observed opectr_rs of Can A, calculated as
described above. The bestLflttin_ pouer I_ of the for_ A(E/100

• keY) -a has A = 1.05 x I0 -_ ph _-2 s-I keV-I and a = 1.59. The Joint
90% confidence error llmlts (_. + 4.6; reference 6) for A and a
are shown in the inset. The _n are consistent over the entire
measured energy range with a power law of photon index - 1.59,
showing no evidence for a spectral break. The observed values of A
and a are both Inter_edlate in the range of values _easured pre-
vlously for Can A (reference 4, and references thereln).

The data _ere searched for features in the spectru_ _ith the
result that no statistically _Ignlflcant narrow or broad lines were
seen. The 2o flux upper limit for a narrow (< _ keV FIWJ4) 511-key
positron annihilation llne is 9.9 x 10-_.ph c_ -_ s-', calculated
fro_ the source flux in a _-keV trlde bin / centered on 511 keV. This
llult is a factor of _ 1.9 larger than the upper llmits at nearby

energle_ due to the intense Ir_tru_-ental background llne at
---, 511 keV _.

...J DISCUSSION

T_,e lack of s 511-keV line in the Can A spectrt_s ic of

particular interest in l_ght of the 511-keV emission that has been
observed from the central region of our own galaxy (see, e.g.,
reference 8). In order to co=pare the nucleus of Can A with the

" galactic center source, we calculate here the ratio o_ the 511-keY
line luminosity (or upper lt_lt to the luminosity) to the luminosity
of photons with energies > 511 keV. This second quan_-itYis not as
accurately deteroined for either source as lower-enerzy integrals of
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Figure I. Cen A spectrumand best-flttlngpower law. The points
between 70 and 500 keV are sho_n with 1o statistical error bars,
while the upper limits betueen 500 key and 8 HeY are 20 (98 percent
confidence) upper llmLts. Inset--90 percent confidence contour for
power-law parameters A and a defined in text.
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the spectra but Is more relevant _for the comparison; for instance,

the positrons responsible for the galactic center 5|t-keY e_st_sion
are likely produced by y-y lnCeractLons of photons with _ es ,:
energies'. Also, for the galactic center region there is e
considerable source confusion in the low-energy gamma-ray _asure-

ments made to date, whereas at e_rRies greater than a few hundred
" keV the nuclear source do=|nares''.

Since no flux measurer.eats exist for Cen A between I 14_Vand l
GeV, an extrapolation of our measured spectrum (Figure I) was
required to obtain the Cen A luminosity at energies ) 511 keV. We
performed the extrapolation using the spectral form for the
differential flux

dF 0.159

_IE" ;I'._'[I+ (E/2000 keV)l'31 photons cm"2 s"l key"! (l)

in analogy to the observed spectrum for 3C 27311'12 • The spectral

form in equation (1) tends teased the _easured spectrum below l HoV
and is consistent with the SAS-2 flux upper limits L" between 35 and

200 VeV. Based on equation (1){ the Cen A hminoaity _t energies
) 511 keV is 2.7 x IO ergs s--. The I.E_S20 upper _imit for
nnrrosa-line5il-keV emission of 9._.x IO- p_1cm-_ s'" gives a llne
luminosity upper limit of 2.4 x lO "z errs s-i. The upper limit for
the line-to-contlngum ratio is, therefore, 0.090; a similar analysis
using the lIEgeA-4_ llne limit and apectrtL_,gives n ratio upper
limit of O.O73.

For the galactic center. _e use the lIEgeC-I observations in
the Fall of 1979. Depending on the assumption of the shape of _e

spectrum, the > ._II keV luminosity is in the range 1.4-1.7 x tOa°
errs _-i based on data extending a_.ove I H_V (G. RisKier, private
communication, 1983). The _asur_ narrou-}ll_ 5ll-keV luminosity

------_- at that time was (1.8 • 0.2) x 10_ ergs s-" 1. yielding a llne-to-
_"_ continuum ratio in the approximate range 0.10-O.13. Both _e._ine

and continuum fluxes from the galactic center are variable "''lq with

the l|_el_lux falling below detectable levels in recent measure-
ments" ' . Ilowever, there Is _v|_ence for a correlation bet_a.n the
line _tnd continuum flax levels I '! so that the line-to-continuum
ratio of ~ 0.12 may apply to other times than the Fall 1979
me+lsurement. I_+th the LEGS and lIEge ^-h 20 upper limits for the _n
A llne-to-continut_a ratio fall bolos the measured galactic center
ratio. Their combined _'ight gives evldenc¢" that the omission

regions in the nuclei of the ttaogalaxle._are dlf_erent. Thlt_
result is not surprising given the factor of ~ tO dif{erence
in g_tmma-ray luminosity of the t_ source_. The higher temperature
,tnd activity level that one might expect in the nucleus of ten ^
c_s.ld pr,_d.Ce et broadening of any Sll-keV llne emission. None of

• the ob._ervations to date have detected a bro_td_.n_-d annihilation-
radiation feature in tht- spectrum, but tht..qen.qltivitv {'or line
detect ion decreases as the lint" width Increases alcove the

• Instrnm,'ntal resolution width.
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SUmmARY

Can A _a= observed on 19B1 November 19 uith a high-resolution
tro=eter. The hoton epectru_ betueen 70 and 500 keyge_-._-ray =pec P ..... n_ _ 10-4

was found to be _e11 fit bye power L_ of the tot_a • .... .
• (g/[OO keY) -1"59, utth no evidence of a break, !to lines or teature=

were seen tn the ape€tries; the 2o flux upper ltatt for a _arrow
(< 3 EEV) _ll-keV positron-annihilation line ie 9.9 x 10-"
ph cm-L s -L. A co_parteon uith the oh=erred 5It-keY line flux from
the galactic center tn th_ Pall of 1979 indicate_ that Can A to less
luetnous than the 8alacttc center tn 5tl-keV narrow-line eetseton
relative to the ) 511 key conttnuu_ emission.
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ABSTRACT

In pulsar polar cap models, curvature radiation y-rays produce
e+e - pairs in the strong magnetic fields near the surface of the

neutron star. While these y-rays have energies E¥>> mc2, they aloe
propagate at very s_all angles to the field, ouch that the threshold

condition, Ev> 2nc2/oin8 is Just barely satisfied when they pair
produce. Threshold effeotc on the pair production at_enuation co"
efficient, which are due to the discreteness of the e'e-Landau
states, runt therefore be considered when computing the mean free
paths of curvature radiation photons in pulsar _ngnetlc fields.
These effects, which are not Incorporated in the asy_ptotlc
expresslon for the attenuation coefflclent, have so_e interesting
consequences for pul_ar models. Since pair production is suppressed
near threshold, the photon _an free paths are lon_er then
prevlouoly thought. In _._gnetlc flelds _ 6xl012 C, the pairs tend
to be produced in the ground stets Landau level and will not
synchrotron radiate. Since synchrotron radiation to an essential
ingredient in the electromagnetic cascades which produce low energ-/
pairs above the acceleration region, pulsars with very high _agnetic
fields _sy not produce many pairs.

IUrRODUCTION

The production of e+e - pairs plays a central role in most
current pulsar _odels. Polar cap voltage drops which accelerate
particles to ultrarelatlvlstic energies are limited by pair

-+ production discharges, 1'2'3 which continue in the form of electro-
magnetic cascades above the acceleratlonreglon. _ These palr-photon
cascades can generate large numbers of e.e - pairs which are thought
to be essential for the coherent radio emission process. The most
important mechanism for producing pairs near the polar cap io pair
production by single photons In the lntenge _gnetic field of the
neutron star. P_ecent theoretical study of this process has provided f
a description of the behavior of the photon attenuation coefficient
near threshold and the energy distribution of the palrs. 5'6 In this
paper, _e discuao the impllcetlon of these reoults for pairl

production and electromagnetic cascades in pulsar ungnetoepheres.

PHOTONMEANFREE PATHS

Ragnetic pair production has been studied extenslvely, and
almost exclusively, in the asymptotic limit of low fields, B<<B__,

and high photon energies _ >> 2me2, where Bcr E 4.414 x 10130 _s
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the crltical fleld strength. If _ daflne the unlt_ _'_ _12n and B'

" _ B/get (_ = e = 1), then this ll_lt takeo tho form, _ _ 2_'2/B ' . m.
The para_ter _ la rel_ted to th_ number of ener_etlcally allowed
Landau elates available to the e e- pair. In this limit, the

polarization-averaged photon attenuation coefficient in the "center
o_ _mss" frame, where the photon propagateo perpendicular to B, io 7

- 0.23 .' e='t, x<<l cl>
where - _'_.B'. In an arbitrary irene, where the photon propagatesX= 'l
at an angle _ to B, its energy can be found by Lorentz transforulng
along B with velocity, 6 = tosS, and the result is _' " _L./oluS.
Similarly, the attenuation coefficient beco_s R = sln 8 _.

To produce a pair, the photon center of _ass energy _,ot exceed
threshold energy and the attenuation coefficent tmot b_ non-
negligible. These two eouditions are independent and can be
expressed in the followlng simple forms:

(A) UC_- _ sine_.>2 =

(B) x 2 o.l
where the latter co=ea from
the exponential dependence
of R(_', B'). Figure 1

_.s,oLo illustrates where these
_ OUA_rUM.- conditions are oatlofied for

different field strengths.
In pulsar magnetospheres,

high energy particles produce
_c curvature radiation photons at

very small angle_ to the field
such that _slnO < 2m even

R t ] though _ >> 2n. In order to_-- pair produce, then, these
3]_ photons _2ast propagate in a
_-" straight path until they
ml_ 10"0

acquire an angle to the curved
_o' field lines _hlch _atisfies

(A). In figure I, this is

: equivalent to moving upwardalong the diagonal lines of
;o'- constant field strength. If

(B) is satisfied before (A),
Asvumo_ as it is for B _ 0.i Bar = 4.4

REGION
. x I012 G, then the photon will

,o pair produce very near
ot _ to _o, threshold, where Eqn (i) is no

(°)SiNS longer accurate. It has been

Fig. I. Pair production parameter X vs. "center of mass" photon
energy [or different field strengths(dlagonal lines).
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found (Ref. 5) that the quantum effects of the discrete pair states
suppress the pair production attenuation coefficient belc_ the

- asyuptotic limit, _uch that a more accurate e._nreoalon is:

-4 f (u'C_, B')
a D' 1 cm-l. > l

RC_(_', B') ~ 0.23 _ e=P [ "'_X _'CH-

f (u'C_,B') - 1 + .42 U'CH-_'7 B'-'0038
(z)

The function f(u t, B') approximates the behavior of the exact
attenuation coefficient near threshold, after averaging over the
savtooth pattern of cyclotron resonance spikes (cf. Ref. 6).

Since sinO increases vith the photon path length, s,
approximately as s/o, vhere p is the radius of curvature of the
magnetic field, the _ean free paths of the photons, fr0m either
condttion (A) or (E) and Equ (2) will be

O.t f (_'cM' B') B' < 0.l (3a)
A _ WI t Ip B ~

= _,, B' _ 0. I (3b)

Due to the threshold condition, the r'_an free path is constant abo_e _ :
~ 4xl012 G. Using Eqn (I)t the approximate mean free path would be

XA O.l
- (4)

SO that,

[ _ I + 210 B' 2.7 e' _ O.l (5a)
XA

tO BI. B' > 0.I (5b)

The actual mean free paths of curvature radiation photons are
therefore larger than those derived using the _II known asymptotic
limit and this discrepancy increases _ith field strength.

The longer mean free paths rill cause the voltage drop at the
polar cap to be somewhat higher than previously entimated 1'2
although this should not be a large effect. The _econdary particle
yields of the cascades above the acceleration region will be much
more sensitive to changes to the _aan free path because the
multiplicative effects of large numbers of photons are involved.
Longer mean free paths in a =agnettc field which falls off with
distance from the star should decrease the number of pairs produced

t

per primary parttcle in these cascades. If proposed effects due to
the vacu_ index of refraction in a magnetic field are present_ X"
could be even larger. 8
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DZSC_TEe+o- PAIR STAT_.S

Nhen the pair £s produced, the electron and positron =ust
occupy discrete energy states with u_11 defined energies
perpendlcular to the =asnctLc field. 11_e spacing of these states In
energy increases with B, reaching AE ~ =c 2 at B . For a given

.... _ photon energy and _leld strength, there is a ee_ro£ kine=atlcally
allowed states into which the pair can be produced. Fifiuro 2 shoes
the number of these states as a function of photon enerfly and
magnetic field for curvature radiation photons which are emitted
parallel to B and travel one mean free path before producing the
pair. At each =aguetic field, the photon's energy m4st exceed a
certain value before a pair can be produced with at least one member
in an excited state. In fields _ 5 x 1012 C, a significant fraction
of photons in the curvature radiation spectrum (for typical pulsar
parameters) will produce pairs in the ground state.

Hodels of pulsar cascades _ have shown that synchrotron
radiation y-rays [rom secondary particles are necessary to sustain a
cascade with several photon generations and high pair yields.
Curvature radiation from the palrs ts much less efficient and unless

!xtO'2 w 5x10tz w 101_
l ! I

2E-

m 2C

'°
Z

5-

IO_ _O_ tO_ 10s
(ME_/p_

Fig. 2. Humber of energetically allowed e+e - states vs. curvature
radiation photon energy for different magnetic field strengths with
constant radius of curvature, 07 _ P/107 cm. The top scale is the

primary particle energy Ep for which the critical energy _curv "
(3/2) (Ep/mC2)_ c/_ = _.
radii of curvature are significantly less than dipole, the cascade
terminates after one photon generation. In magnetic fields high
enough to suppress production of pairs in excited states,
synchrotron radiation cannot take place (the photon energy ls fed
into particle motion parallel to the field). The efficiency of the
cascades should therefore decrease rapidly above some field
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strength, dependlng on the crltlcal frequency u - (3/2)
• (En/me2)3 c/O oE the primary particle curvatureC_ctr_n (Figure

3)_ Cascade eEficiency (Is. the ratio of _econdary to prinary
particlea) will increase with field strength belc_ this llmit,
hoverer. For values of the primary particle energy g. predicted by

• various acceleration models l'2'3,coplous pair production by
cascades near the polar cap would not be expected to occur Eor field
strengths _bove B ~ 6-8 x 1012 O.

!o" CONCLUSIONS
..... I .....

This
reevaluation of pair
production by
curvature radiation

photons in pulsar
magnetlc Eieldo has
sho_n that threshold

lO,_ effects on the
attenuation
coeEflcient can have
significant
consequences for
palr-photon

particular, there
should be a _axlmum

10,2 ' ....... in the pair yleld per
lo,z to,_ lo,, prlnary particle as aBiGAUSS)

Fig. 3. Primary particle energy (i.e. polar cap acceleratlon
voltage) vs. magnetic Eield strength above vhlch all curvature

radiation photons (wlth m _ 3 _curv ) produce pairs in the ground
state.

function o_ magnetic field strength vlth the yields diminishing
rapidly in _lelds _ 6_1012G vhere synchrotron radiation is
suppressed. Since the copious production of e+e - pairs is necessary
for coherent radio e_leston in most pulsar models, this _ay i_ply
tha_ there is a high _gnetle Eield cutofE for radio pulsars.
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ABST_CT

The possibility that the processes responsible for the Cosmic
X-ray Background (CXB) would also produce an e--e + annlhilatlon

feature is examined. Under the asvum_tlon that these processes are
thermal, the absence of a strong e--e T annihLlatlon feature places
constraints on the compactness (L/R ratio) of these sources.
Observations favor sources of small compactness ratio.

INTRODUCTION

The fact that the X-ray sky Is dominated by an Isotroplc
component (the so called Cosmic X-ray Background, hereafter CXB) had

been establlshed by the earliest
X-ray astronomy observatlonsl.
The subsequent satellite X-ray
observations, especially by the

,f,0-s 0,Flus[eAc_cRou_as_crRuu A-2 and A-4 experiments on HEAO
12,3, allowed the detailed

_' A-Z_,AnS,AtL.__,.19e0 spectral determination of CXB.

, ROTH$CHIL0.1]_. 1953 The observed spectrum in _che,.4 region 3-150 keV, along with the
i0O I UATTrS(_L_ _. t97%

! rROUB[A.,t_,*9;; higher energy data Is shown Infig 1. The HEAO 1 experimenters

_" P0ss,et[".-.."_ have found that thermal brems-A_N "'..,4 strahlung from an optically thin

_°'_ " provfdes a re,.arkably good fi_

to the data from 3 to I00 keV.,0._ ................. [..............Interestingly enough, no studied
to' _0z _0_ _0° _0_ _mpopulation of sources is known

t_t_Y(.vl to have a thermal spectrum with

• the requlred properties.

. Fig. 1 - The unresolved X and gamma-ray
background. (From refs 2,3,12,13)

One can of course contrive to combine sources with a variety of

spectra emitting over a range of red shifts to prod,icethe observed
• total background spectrum, even If the individual spectra are

different than that of CXB_. The shave of of the spectrum however

"" clearly suggests a thermal distrtbuti._ of rath,:r specific
temperature and tt would be more natural If the CXB could be
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explained as such.
. A thin thermal bre=sstrahlung from a heated Intergalactlc

medium will provide such a spectrum 5,6. Ho_r, the energy
required to heat a diffuse unlform medlum to _uch a temperature is
quite larze. Also, the low densities end consequent long electron-
ion coupling zlmes provide difficulties in attaining and maintaining
a Ma_welllan distribution for the _dlumV. Clunplng of the medium
would reduce the input energy requlre=ents and the coupling tlme
scales. Taken to exzremes, the clumps might be reduced to a size
comparable to galaxies, or smaller, becoming "compact" sources of X-
rays.

For either the heated intergalactic medium or the "co=pact
source = models for the C_, the bulk of the emlsston originates at
redshifts - 2-3 (or even larger) so that the corresponding source

" _ temperature uould be kT _ 100-200 keY. For these temperatures a
sufficiently compact source will produce electrou-posltron pairs
from the tails of the photon and particle thermal distributions.
Under certain conditions the positron abundance would be sufficient
to produce an observable e+-e- annihilation feature in the CKB°

THE POSITRON ABUh_ANCE

In a thermal plasma of temperature kT _ I00 key it is possible
___ Zo produce positrons at significant abundances by ee, ey or yY

collisions since a non-_egligible fraction of the particles and
photons at the tails of the dlstrlbutlous fulfills the pair
production threshold condition. Their steady state abundance is
determined by the balance betueen pair production and annihilation
reactions (for a detailed treatment see ref. 8).

In the cases of interest for the CXB the dominant positron

--- production is due to yy reactions so the ee. e_ reactions _rlll not
be considered further . (Their cross sections are correspondivgly
smaller by a2 and a). The approximate expressions for th_ production
and annihilation the rates are:

3= o c K f(x) .
Rr_ _-_ _ _ (I)

3
= c n+n.. ,%

where _+, _ , are the positron and electron number 4ensltles, o
the _omson-cross section and x = 2 m c2/kT, f(x) is a functlo_ of

_ the temperature only, resulting from _he avera_In_ of the photon-
"" photon pair production reaction rate over the photon distribution

functions. It is _Iven by

--X
e

, f(x) = cI x(x+c2),

where cI = t.143 and c2 = 3.63 are constants.Ky Is the normalization
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of that bremsstr_hlun_ photon dlstrtbutlon functton determined by tht
€ondir. 1on

-- Y e-E/kT L(I+Or -_ E dE - or
o _R2c

. (z)
K L(t+t) ,

!" " kT "s-RT"¢

_here L. R. _. T are respecttvely the luminosity, radius, optical
depth and temperature o[ the sources. The steady state condition

g:y_, R+_ &l yea

K

t ( X )2 n+n
}; - (%.%):

Since the ¢orapact sources prelently considered are prrsu=sbly
gr,_vttationally bound, one €'In scale L ,,rid It by their gravitational

units t.e, the F.ddtn£ton lue_tnoslty (1.E - 10 3B H err s "l) and the _
Schw_r:sch|ld r_,dlus (R_ - 3 lO "_H cm) vhere N |s the _s ot the

sources In solar t_.ssse#. For thI_ _ Introduce two p_ra=eters F _,nd ]
f. both w|th expected v;tlues bet_aeen 0 and 1. defined ss

F _ L/I,E +ind f _ R /R . ,_

"/'heir product F! _ L/R i# a m-sss Independent _e_sur¢ of their -_

¢ompac',ness. A high _'a|ue o_ F! corresponds to el htl_h density o|+

photons and hence e e p_trs. Tlte addtttonal factor Ot _ In K,f c_n
b,e expressed In terr_s of the optic'oil depth 'f, _|n_-t+ {q++n ) 0 R •
• sl where s i_ the +_spect rstlo of the source. I.e. the ratI_ el

its l+r_.e,t to Its shortest dlmens|on _ ¢+111therefore reexpre+s "+
eq (3) In terms o! the positron _bur_dance k ; ,1+/n_ by: .=

-,€f." ll: tel 1,1/2-k.2xlO Fte ( - ) "st l+_ (4)

{'O,_I'AI_l SON _,_ O_SFKVATION

I'_qu_:ion (4) tart b," dtte_'tIV related to ot,scrvat/o.tm t_t tht"

CXB. l_t A l,e the r_tt,+ ,el the ._,nthll_tiot1 to the t,l+-mst._l_lutt_ 'ii.
+peL'ttal lumi_;,s+ltv ,_ll the ISe4L elletl,_V O! the _|tnlhll+ttlon te,_ture, t
f+, " m '+ kT. SIn_-r u_ obvious _In_Ittlll_tion le-_tutr |:_ ot,._€'tved i,_

the' t_ ._. x I. t_.';lt_£ the t,'stilt.€ o! t'el. g. o11e _'_n re|.lte
1, t,, A ._,,,t _, t,v

Xi_.+
• _ +- 1',)

F! _ I. lO "+ ,-_'_ L+'+_'')''
tp A "" :+l 11')

t,
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Eq (6) Is.lndependent of the i
. _ass of the _ources and linits

(as a function of the redshtft Z
at vhtch the C_ was produced)
their L/R ratio to be compatible

" with the absence of a prontnent
annihilation feature In the
CKB. The optical depth • of the

_0 sources is unknown, however it
is constratnted to be • < 3
otherulse the corresponding
self-Co_ptonlzatlon _len peak
should be apparent in the

f spectru_ I0. Another unknown
parameter of the sources is the

_o aspect ratio. For spherical
sources s= l, although it could
be s>>l for sources of thin dlsk

geometry. It appears, however,

_ z 3 4 s 6 7 I s _o._ _2 s = I that for sources emltlng
--- z close to their Eddington

_ _zooz_3oo luminosity II. The con_tralnts
_|_ i_posed by eq (6) are shown in

fig 2. For eY_=ple, the absence

Fig. 2. Limits on source lu_inosity F

(in units of LE) vbs redshlft of CXB
production, z, for different source effective
sizes, s/f (In units of Rs). The temperature
is the source temperature in the emmitter frame,

of a prominent annihilation feature at 100-150 keV. constraints
compact sources (f_O.l) operating at _ _ to emit at a small fraction
of their Eddlngton luminosity. Due to the absence of positive "
detection of such feature all the derived constraints are in form of
inequalities which however may prove important in understanding the
nature of the sources of CXB. Fig 3 shows the superpositlon of the
energy spectrum of thermal bremsstrahlung with T = 200 keV and an
annihilation feature of the sa_e temperature and A = 1. Such a
feature appears detectable, though unfortunately in this example it
peaks in the observer fra_ energy range E _ I00 keV, which is
probably dominated not by the there1 component but by the
contribution of active galaxies. This is currently very poorly
known and we may always have to be content with the existing upper
li_ts. A positive detection an annihilation feature in the CXB
spectrum, rather than the above qualitative upper bound, would
provide an important contribution to the understanding of the CXB's
origin. Such a detection will determine precisely the e_itter-frame

" temperature (and hence the redshlft) of the sources, It will signify
that they are compact and It will provide a consistency check for
the temperature of the termal component. If thi_ [.rattt¢,_ l_ not
detectable in the CX_ spectrum, as a whole It may someday be studied
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fn indivlduaX spectra of co=pace
- objects, if such obJe¢;ts =n_ up

the background. P_uever ouch
' ' studies uill probably require

high energy Iz_gtng cap.sbilities
beyond those planned fo't the
next generation of expr:rl=ents.

t

,
E1_,1

Fig. 3. Superposftlon of bremsstrahlung and
annihilation radiation enerpN spectrum for
A = I and T = 200 keV.
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ABSTRACT

Observationsof the e+-e- annihilationradiation from the Galatie Centersuggest that
somethingtruly extraordinaryis occurringthere. Vle reviewthe observationsof this ....
intense,time-varying,0.511MeV emissionanddiscussthe implicationsof theseandother
recentob_rvationsonthe positronproductionprocess,theannihilationregionandthefun-
damentalnatureof theGalacticCentersource.

INTRODUCTION

A yearagowe reviewedt the possibleoriginsof thee+.-€- annihilationradiationfrom
the GalacticCenterandconcludedthat the mostlikelyprocessfor producingthe annihilat,
ingpositronsis photon-photonpairproductionin thevicinityof a m__ssiveblackholeat the
centerof our Galaxy. We brieflysummarizeherethe evidenceandargumentsleadingto
thisconclusion,andat thesametimediscussthe implicationsof newobservationsandcal-
culationsthatshedfurtherlightontheproblem.

We brieflysummarizethe,observations2andthendiscussin turntheir implicationson
the natureof the annihilationregion,the positronproductionprocessand the Galactic
Centersourceitself.

OBSERVATIONS

Intense positron annihilation radiationat 0.511 MeV has been o_erved from the
directionof the GalacticCenterfor over a decade.Thisemission'wasfLrStseenina series
of balloonobservations3-5with low-resolutionNal detectorsstartingin 1970. But it was
not until 1977that the annihilationline energyof 0.511MeV wasclearlyidentifiedwith
high-resolutionGe detectorsflownby Leventhal,MacCallumandStang6. The latterobser-
vationalsorevealedthatthe line is verynarrow(FWHM _ 3.2keV) andsuggestedthat
thecontinuumbelow0.511MeV mayincludea significantcontributionfromthree-photon
positroniumannihilation,consistentwith _ 90%of the positronannihilationtakingplace
throughpositroniumformation.

The.existenceof this very narrowlinewasconfirmedbyRiegleret al._withGe detec-
torson E;EAO-3in the fall of 1979. Theseobservationssetaneven morestringentlimit

f
on the line width (FWHM < 2.5 KeV) anddeterminedthe line center energyas 510.90:1:
0.25 keV.

The HE,\O-3 observations7alsoprovidednewinformationon the locationandspacial ]
.. extentof the emissionregionandmostimportantshowedthat the line intensityvaries

significantlyin time. In particular,these observationsshowed that the line emitting region i
is smaller than the angularresolutionof the detector (35° I_VI--IM)and that the directionof _;
the source coincides with that of the Galactic Center, within the observational uncertainty i

• of :t: 4*. Moreover the observationsshowed that the 0.511 MeV line intensity decreased
by a factor or three in six months, from (1.85 ::1:.21) x 10--1 photons/era2see in the fallof i

1979 to (0.65 :!: .27) x 10-3 photons/cm_ see in the springof 1980. This variabilityhas !
l
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been confu'medby b:tloon-bome G¢ detector ob_r-.'_tionss-9. Obscrvatio,",st° with a Nal
d_ector in the fB! of 1977 could a_,o indic:te a v.,Jiati_n on a time s."4"JerJ _hort

" 10 (L_ys,but it s.._msmuch more likely that the hi_-..h=r0.511 MeV intensityob_rved with
this detector r¢_ults from a Ir.rger diffuse _lactic €omponent seen in its much greater
(100" P,YHM) field of view.

. Ob_crv=tionsof continuum emi_ion in the hard X-ray and camma-ray bandshave
recentlybeenreviewed by Matt_on tt. The hard X-ray emission is also time variableand is
weakly correlatedwith the variability of the 0,511 MeV line "(e.g.Ref. 9). Thes=observa.
lionsr,et an upper boundof 2 x 10_sersJsccon the Ga!_cticCenter continuumluminosity
at photon energies > mcc2, since only part of this emission may come from the same
sourc¢as the annihilation radiation.

The luminosity of the,GalacticCenter regionat variousphotonenergies,implied by
theseandother obc,ervations are summarizedin F_gure1 from Reference1.

I I I I | I I I I I I I I I !

IO42 T,,,,31,O00K GALACTIC CENTERL,,,3.SB IO41or0/sec
<,pc REGION

T'I20K /'_
OUST "_ _" --

Io,,O <3,= / oo _
eQ -- "-_-- V'."_ / v,?,,, = o

I/ \ I ' o :_
/ tJJ

u V -j;'- I
6')

a -o o

"-" - / i/'1
bJ v _ _ u

,-io o /. =

• _ ! _/// / -
/ _o_

o
Z •

iO_2 .*

i0_0 , , * _
tO "6 tO"4 IO"z IO° IO z IO 4 IO 6 tO° IO t°

E(ev)

Figure !. The luminosity per unit InE as a function of photonenergy. E, from the region
around the Galactic Center. Data are shown for the compact (< 10t'_cm) nonthermal ra- . , _

,. dio source tz, the _ 3pc dust ringt_, the nonthermal infrared source IRS 16 (Ref. 14), the
soft X-ray emission (< 3pc) from the EINSTEIN satellite measurements ts, the hard X-ray
•emission from HEAO-I (Rcf. I I), the 51l KeV line and positronium continuum _'_, and the

. gamma ray emission from I-IEAO-! (Ref. I!) and COS-B (Ref. 16). Also shown as dashed
curves are the blackbody luminosity at _ 31.000 K requiredt_ to account for ionization in
the warm IR c',ouds within < lpc of the Galactic Center and a blackbody luminosity at
120 K as inferred ° from the far infrared observations of the _ 3pc dust ring.
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THE ANNIHILATION REGION

• The nature of the positronannihilation region is constrainedby the intensity varia-
tions, the line width and the line center energy. The size of the regionshould not exceed
about 10Is cm, the distance traveledby relativisticpositronsin 1/2 year. The densityof the

.......---- gas in which the positronsannihilateshould be largerthan 105H/cm_, the minimumden-
" sity requiredto slowthemdownin II2 year,butlessthan l0tsH/cm3 inordernot to break

upthe tripletpositroniumbeforeit annihilates.Sincetripletpositroniumcouldalsobebro-
ken up (R. McCray,privatecommunication)byphotonsof energy> 6.8eV, the energy

•-- density of such photons should not exceed _ 103erg/cm3in the annihilationregion, or if
the 31,000 K emissionI_ (Fig. 1) comes from a single source the annihilationregion must
be > 2 x 10u cm away from it_ assuming a positronium ionization cross section of
3 x l0-is crn2.

The observedline width requirests that this gasalso be at leastpartiallyionized
(n, < 0.In). If the gaswereneutral,the linewidthwouldbe largerthanolr_rvedbecause
it wouldbe Dopplerbroadened,not by the thermalmotionof thegas,but bythevelocity
of energeticpositronsformingpositroniumin flightbychargeexchangewith neutralhydro-

_f gen. In a partiallyionized gas, however, positrons lose energy to the plasma fast enough
-/ that the positrons thermalize _fore they annihilate or form positronium. The line width

thus refl_ts the temperatureof the medium, so that the observationsre.quirea temperature
_< 5 x 104K. The line width further limits any velocitiesof rotation,expansion or random
motion to < 700 kin/see, while the line center energy implies a bulk velocity along with
line of sight -90 < v < +200 km/s_c and a gravitationalredshift z < "/x 104.

The strongestof these constraintsare summarized in Table I.
Table I

CONSTRAINTSON THE e+-e- ANNIHILATIONREGIONATTHE GALACTICCENTER

Physical Parameter Constraint Observation

Size < l0 ts cm variability
Gasdensity > lOsH/cm_ variability
Ionization state ndn > 0.1 line width
Temperature _< 5 x 104K line width
Rotation,expansion < 700km/sec linewidth

or randommotion
Bulkmotionalong -90 < v < +200 km/sec linecenterenergy

lineof sight
Gravitationalredshift z < 7 x 104 line center energy

As we previouslysuggested19possibleannihilationsites which satisfy these constraints
are the warm cloudst7 and the compact source IRS 16 (Ref. 12), observed within the cen-
tral parsecof the Galaxy.

THE POSITRONSOURCE

" The natureof the positronsourceisalsostronglyconstrainedby the observedvaria-
tionof the 0.51! MeV intensity and by observationsat other wavelengths. The decrease of
a factor of three in the line intensity in six months clearlyexcludes any of the multiple,

• extendedsources,suchascosmicrays,pulsars_, supernovae2t,or primordialblackholes22,
previousproposed.Instead,it essentiallyrequiresa single,compact(< l0ts cm) source
which is apparentlylocatedeither at, or closeto, the GalacticCenter and which is
inherentlyvariableontimescalesof six monthsorless.

t
i
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Theobserved0.51! MeV lineintensityof -- 2 x 10-3 photon.Veto2sacrequiresat the
distanceof the Gzl_ic Center(-.- l0 kpc)a podtronannihilationr_teof 4 × 1043e+/sec,

, if --- 90%of the pocitronsannihilateviapositronium.This ratecorr_pondsto minimum
luminosityof --. 6 × l0J7er_f_.cin boththe lineandthrce.-photoncontinuum.Withsuch
a lumino._itythe G_r..cticCenteris the most luminousg_mma-raysourcein the gp.l_xy.
"]'heuniquenessof thissourcem_kesit unlikelythat it resultsfromthe chanceoccurrence

" of theyoungestsupernovaor pulsar_on3with lineof sightto thecenterof thegalaxy.
The stron_c_tconstraintson the variouspositronproductionproces._csGresett by

observationsof continuumemissionat energies> rn_z from thedirectionof theGalLs-tic
Centern. When cornered with the annihilationradiationluminosity,the continuum
gammaray luminosityimpliesa veryeF'P,cient positronproductionprocess,one in which
morethan30%of thetorsiradiatedenergy> mcc2£o¢sinto¢loctron-positronp_irs. If the
positronproductionoccursontimescalescomparableto thatof theob_rved variationand
in anessentiallyopticalthinregionwhichemits isotropic,_Jly,onlyphoton-photonpairpro-
ductioncanprovidetherequiredhighefficiency.

We considered| two geometriesfor the positronproductionre_ion: a spherical
volumein whiche+.--€- I_irs areproducedbyphotonsinteractingisotropicaUy,anda b_m
in whichthe pairsereproducedbyphotoninteractionsonlyat smallangles.

The moste_cientpairproductionoccursin isotropicinteractionsof photonsatener-
giescloseto rncc2. The pairproductionrate Q in a sphericalsou[caof radiusr maybe
approximatedby

%nyz <crc> _- r3Q

where<ere> is the averagepairproductioncrosssectiontimesthe velocityof light,equal
to _ 3 x I0-iscm_/secfor blackbodyphotonsof temperature_ m_ z,_,ndnv is thepho-
tonnumberdensity.Assumingthatthe sourceisopticallythin,thephotondensitycanalso
be relatedto thecontinuumluminosityat energiesP_.m=c_by

L- _nrc4n'rZ,
3

where_ is the averagephotonenergyandr/c is the photonresidencetime. Combining
thesetwoequationsandsetting• _ m€c2owe seethatfor a givencontinuumluminosity
the positronproductionratedependsonlyonthesourcesize,suchthatthe radius,

3 < o'c> L_ L_
r 8_rcz (m=cZ)_ Q 6x]0-_ -_- (cm).

From the observedluminositylimit of L _ 21 x l0_ erE/seeand a productionrateQ
equalto theannihilationrateof 4 x l04_e./sec, theradiusof thepositronsourcemustbe
__<6 x 10_cm.

Pairproductionby isotropicphoton-photoninteractionsthusrequiresanexceedingly
compactcourse,but with a highluminosity.The mostobviouscandidateis a blackhole.
But if this source is a blackh,_lereleasinggravitationalenergy or accretingmatterclose to its
Schwarzschildradius, then it must have a mass < 10] M,, which is much smaller than the
masses of I0_ to 107M, blackholes that have been suggestedtT"_at the Galactic Center.
Yet such a small size would be consist.nt with arguments by Ozernoy=_that the Galactic

. Center cannot contain a blackhale larger than about 10_ M,, if tidal disruptionof stars is
the principalsource of the accreting matte, un which it grows.

The photons needed to produce the pairs could themselves be produced in a hot
, accretiondisk around the blackhole_s. A luminosity of _ 2 x 10_- erg/sec requires an

accretionrate of _ 3 x 10-s MJyr which would form a _ 300 Mohole in the age of the
Galaxy. A major fraction of the e_: pairs produced by photon-photon collisions above the

6O
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diskcouldthene.sca_from thesourceregionbeforetheyannihilate,a constraint('l'=ble1)
setbythea_enceof cnymee.surableredshiflin theenergyof the_nnlhil=tionline.

. We turn nowto the alternativeI_om_try of pairproductionbysm_lir.n_e photon
interactionsin a beam,whichm_ybeproduced_2_ bydynamoactionin a m_._aetic{'_ld
accrctingontoa bl,..ckhole.We previouslychowedt thatwith a bc_mtheconstrainton the
sizeof the productionre,ion couldbegreatlyrelaxed,butat theex_nseof a muchhigher

- be.amluminosityin _mma raysof energy> > rnd:2. This po_ibility for producingpeel-
Ironsin the GalacticCenterw--=sfu'stsue..._todbyM. Burns(privatecommuni_tion1982)
anddiri'ersfrom Novikov's2_model (in thisvolume),which relicson the relativelyless
¢E'_entproductionbybc_mphotonsinte_ing withgasina cloud.

The pairproductionrateQ for small_ngle(0 -- rb/I ) photoninteractionsin a be.am
of radiusrbandlength/maybeapproximatedby

Q --% n,2 <o.v,> ,rrbZl,

wherev__ (rb/I)c is them_n transversevelocityof the interactingphotons,_.ndny isthe
densityof thosephotonswith energiesgreaterthanthe sm_llanglep_,irproductionthres.
holdE_ _ (I/r_) n'hc_. This densitycanbe relatedto the beamluminosityof suchpho-
tonsby

Lu--(llr_n_cz%c _'r__.

Combiningthesetwoequations,we seethatthebeamradiusis

<o-c> Li (._.),8x I0-'sL_ (/)'cm.r_ 2__(m.€_)_ _ - -_-
Thusfora pairproductionrateQ of4 x |0° e+/secthebeam r_diuscouldb_eqbig

as_ I0_ cm,orequaltotheSchv_rz.schildradiusofa 3 x I0__ bl_ckhole,ifthebe.am
luminosityatphotonenergiesgreaterthan25MeV wereashighr..sh_IftheGalacticCenter
bolometricluminositylimitof---3.5x I04_erR/see,andtheaspectratiooftheb_m were
0.02,correspondingtoangleofI°.

The resulting pairswould also have energies of _ 25 MeV, com_rablc to those of
thephotonswhichproducedthem. Buttheycouldbestoppedandannihi_steto givenarrow
0.511 McV line emission,if the beamhit a gascloud. The bulk of the pair energy,
amountingto _ 10_° erR/sac,wouldbe dissipatedin heatingthe g_ whichcouldin turn
reradiate it isotropically as thermal n:diation consistent with the constraints on the

30,000K luminosity.Sin_ theradiationyieldof ---25MeVelectronsandpositronsis
3%, their bremsstrahlungcould also be consistent with the hard X-ray and gamma-ray

luminosity limit of ._ 2 x l0_1erR/see.
The detailedenergeticsof both of these geometries,however, are still understudy.

SUMMARY

Theobservedtimevariationsandlinewidthofthee+-e-annihilationr_diationfrom
theGalacticCenterrequirethatthepositronsbeproducede_ntidlybyasinglesourceand
that they annihilate in an ambient gas of density > l0s H/cmj, ionization fr_ction > 10%,
temperature< 5 x 104K,andconfinedto a regionof size< 10tscm. Suchconditions
may exist in the warm clouds and the compact source IRS 16 within the central parsecof
the galaxy.

The limits on the accompanyingcontinuum emission at energies > n-,¢c] set strong
constraints on Ihe positron production process, requiringan exceedingly high ef"nciency, _'.

• suchthat > 30%of the totalrediatedenergy> rn,ca go,',,sintoe*-e, pairs. The most
likely mechanismappearsto be pairproductionin photon-pholoncollisionsin.the close
vicinity of a massive blackhole,either near the hot (kT -_-mac_) innerpartof an accretion t
disk around a --- I0_M° blackhole, or in a beam or _ 25 MeV photons producedby a
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•-- IC/_M. hole. In either¢a_€the abc_nceof anymeasurableredshiRin the linecenter
,, ener.,_requiresthat a I_r_€fractionof the positronsescapefrom thec_ntrd sourcerind

annihilateat greatdist_ncr,,sfromthehole(> 10_timestheSchwaraschildradius).
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ABSTRACT

The theory of gam-_s-ray amplification through stimulated
annlhi!etlon radiation (grasar) was developed by P_aty, HcKinley
and Jones I (hereafter mtJ). For gar_na-ray bursts slmilar to the
Harch 5, 1979 burst, an observed annlhilatlon llne of width <0.03
MeV would luply a graoar source. The minimum pair density _eeded
for the onset of grasar action is _ I030 cm-3 and the peak of the

- grasar llne, without a gravltatlonal redshlft, is at < 0.5 MeV.

INTRODUCTION

An emission llne at _O.43 HeV, generally believed to be+
spontaneous, optically thin and gravitatlonally redshlfted e -e-
annlhilatlon, has been observed 2'3 from several gamma-ray bursts.
The measured photon fluxes and the likely distances and sizes of the
burst sources suggest 4, however, that for at least some bursts the
source regions are optlcally thick. Com_ton scattering and 7-7 pair
production are the principal nechaniscs that would removephotons

" iron an emissionllnein a gamma-rayburetsource,

In a detailed calculation of the emissivities and the absorp-
tlon coefficients for two-photon pair production and annihilation
and the accompanying Compton and inverse Compton scattering, _jl
shined that an e=L_sslonllne at --0.43_eV could be produced in an

optlcally thick source without a gravltatlonal cedshift by amplified
annihilation radiation. In the preQent paper we consider the

observational signatures tha_ would imply the exlotence of such a
grasar source, the _tnlmum e -e- pair density needed for the onset
of grasar action and the reasons that the central energy of the two-
photon grasar line is at < 0.5 HeY.

OBSERVATIO_IALREQUIREHEh'_SFORA GRASARSOURCE

The need for a gracar source can be seen from n relationship
between the width of au observed annihilation llne, AE, the fluence
in the llne, F, the duratlsn of the emissioQ of the llne photons,
At, the source distance, d, and the source projected area, A. We
derive thio relationohlp by comparing the minimum pair density
required to produce the line by nonampllfled radiation (i.e.
radiation with total absorption coefflcfent g.r>O)wlth the maximum
pair density alloyed by broadening due to pair degeneracy ! and the

*Also at Physics Department, University of ttarylaud, College Park
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observed upper lir.J.t on the llne t_Ldth. We first calculate the
minim,,'_ pair danalty.

The equation of radiative transfer, dI/d_ = J -K_I, requires
that for nonamplified annihilation radiation, the ratio of the
spont_neoua nnnlhilatlon e_taolvlty to the absorption coefflci_nt,

J_K_, b_ larger than the radiation intensity I. Othe_liee
d_/_<O and no observable radiation Is prod_.ced. RHJ 1 carried out

detailed calculation o£ J and _ for pair placmaa In a bath of
amblent photons. Here we esti_,_te the annihilation e_loolvlty,
J, by a 81mple expression uhlch is consistent _£th their
ealeulatlons,

J_ 2,ro2e n_/(4,AE), (I)

where n+ is the pair denslty (we assume equal positron and electron

deusltles) and _o=2.82xY0-13 cm. To calculate the _tni_um pair
density, we can ignore the amblent photons. Thus KT a KC, where

2 (2)Xc - 2n+_ro

is the Compton absorptlon coefflelent. The _nt_nslty is given by

I = _d2F • (3)AAtA_.

By combining Eqs. (1), (2) and (3) and using the condition for
observable nonampllfled r_dlatlon (J/_>l) we obtain

• d _ ,, A ,-X, at ,-x .(5)
4wd2F ffi (4x1023 era-3) .1-_)2(I ph cm-Z))_l-'_ "ZI _s'e_) "n+ > A_t----T-

We t,ext eonelder the upper licit on n±. For nonampllfled
annihilation, degeneracy broadenln$ I sets a loser limit on the width
o£ the annihilation llne,

AE >0._..FC-0.8(3_2)1/3 _c n_/3, (6)

where "F is the Fermi momentum of the pairs. An observed line width
or urger limit on the width, therefore, sets an upper limiton n±,

n+< 8.5xi027 c_ -3 (_El0.1MeV) 3. (7)

By combining Eqs. (5) and (7) we obtain a necessary condition
for the production of an o_served line by nonampllfled annihilation,

A At F d _ AE "-3
> phC_) _.7_io-s cm-_} _J "(_)

The most intense astrophysical annihilation llne observed so

far is that seen2 in the s_ectrum o_ the 1979, March 5 burst whose
source direction eotncldes_ with that of the supernova remnant N49
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Ln the Large _,_ellanlc Clcw,d ([,_C). For thie t_rmt 2 F -- 7 photons

|

c= -2. AE < 0.13 _'_V. and if the ltne-forr_tion tt_ equals _he
duration of the tcpul=ive phe_e. At "- 0.15 _ec. Further=ore. iX

.... , source of the burot In Indeed In the U4C. d = 55 hpc. Thc_ fro= Eq.

(0), nonr_Ufied annlhIlatlon requires that & > 3 Ic=2- Th_
condition ce.u be e_tiofled on a neutron er_r surface slate Ir_

projected area is - 300 k= 2.

For the _rch 5. 1979 burst, however, both _ and /2[ coatd have "_
I _- bee= elgntftcantly o=sller than the values given above. Zu

.... particular, the line for_utlon t/me could be lean than the total
.... Jjnpulslve phase duratlon._oluee the anuLhIlatlon tl_e of the pairs

Is extremely short 6 (- 10 15 see). Xf future ob_ervatlono should
in_tcate short _uratlons and narro_ lines, a error-: cane _ald e_st
for graoar _ourceJ ta astrophysics-

TEr.ESIIOLDD_SZTY FOR G_ASAR AG'2IO_ i
I

Spontmneous pr.lr annthilatlon tats t_-o photons and the _nverce
process of _o-photon palr production are necessarily acco_pandLe_ by
stir,luted annihilation (e.g. _ef. 1). The absorption coefficient

due to stt_alated annlhll_tlon, N_A, In alvays negative, but the
"_ generation of a_pllfied annlhilatlon rndiation (i.e. grater action)

requlre_ that the tots1 absorption coefficient he negative for at
least ao_e photon energle_,

o > - + + .

Here _p Is contributed by palr production. KS& I_ related I _o the °
; sponta_eooa e_Isslvlty of an_thll_tlon photons, J, _:

6v3(_c) _
- z (10)

" _here g is the photon energy. Thin e_presslon, llke its au_lo_ue "_
for any other radi_tlve process, can also be found dlrectly fro= the ,;
_Instelu A and B coefficients.

RiqJ shoved I that for grasar action to occur the palr density n_ _
must exceed a threshold value. To provide an estL_te of thls _.

.... threshold, ve consider the case of a cold palr plasma (kT <[( Fer-_I
energy) vlth no a_blent photon_ present. Such a degenerate syste= .....
has the lo_est threshold denoltyo since lq_p-O and _C t_ reduced by :i_
the degeneracy- In thls cn_e _e can u_e Eqs. (I),(2), (6) and (I0) _
and E - _c _ to obtain _

w4/3 _ 2 2/3 21,- )2/3 '_"_--.. vhere f is the fraction of the degenerate positrons and electrons

_hlch can contribute to Go_pton scattering _t the photon energy of "I
Interest- The threshold for grasar action occurs _h_n -KSA - KC, i]

;]1_
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_. i.e. at a pe_r _e_Ity

n± 2.2 x zO_0 c=-3 _3/2. (12)

EOe Accurate
calculetion of F_ end

I KC for a degener_t'_
F_ " positron-_l_ctron plm_a

--'---_ have been €orr£ed out

IOs _U 1. In gig. 1 ve oh_their re=ulto for a pair
-_ density _st above

K{_-4} threshold. As can be
seen, belov the Fermi

ener_ _C indeed
104 decreases r_pldly _th

decreanin3 photon
_nergy. By co.op arln8
the threshold density
of _-1030 cn -3, obtained

l0s fro= the _erlcal
0_ 0.1 1.0 I0 c_Iculatlons, ulth tlmt

given in Eq. (12), ve
Er_Y} see that f = 0.6, i.e.

FIL_re I. Absorption coefficients vs. photon
energy in a degenerate posltron-electron pl_s_u.

cpproxi=_tely 40_ of the degenerate positrons and electrons e_unot
contrl_te to Co_pton scattering at -0.5 H_V.

The threshold density for grasar action _ould be lo_er than
"_'/ 1030 _m-3 if the Corpton scattering cross section uere less

x than _r 2. Indeed. in the presence of a strong _gnctic field, at
"" photon _requeacies bel_# the cyclotron frequency, v , the Co_-pton

ccross section is substantially reduced. But the ob--ervation of

cyclotron nb_orptio_ features at 40-60 heV in c_uy g_ma-ray bursts
suggests that for e -e nnnihilatton photons E _ 10 hv • Daugherty

_ and Ventura 7 have shown that at such photon energles, _he scatterlng
. cross section for photons directed parallel to the field is very

2 Altogether, it see_ that the density of pairs in a_ nearly ,r ° .
grasar source _ust exceed 1030 c=-3.

THE CEN_JkL ENERGY OF A GRASARLINE

From their numerical calculations _j1 found that the maximum

of -lr_r is at a photon energy less than 0.5 HeV and from this they
• concluded that the central energy of a grasar line should also be at

ouch a photon energy. There are two qualitative effects that cause
this redshift. The first one can be seen from Figure 1. Here, for

\ _ a degenerate pair plasma of density clo_e to the grasar threshold,

-_.. the maxl=um of -KsA occurs very close to 0.5 MeV. But because of

"- the steep slope of KC, the maximum of -KT is shifted to --0.42
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HeY. This redshlft, therefore, is a direct consequence of the
effect of the degeneracy on Co_-ton ecmtterlng and th_ high Fermi
energy /nplied by the high threshold density.

}
_ The second effect Is independent of the degeneracy. It is

caused by either a high temperature (kT-=c 2) or a high denslty
........ "_ (Fermi energy -me2), both of uhich broodea and blueshift the

-_ enlzs/vLty 1. Then frc_ Eq. (10), division by Z2 _oves the peak of

"_A to ca energy <0.5 HeV. In the nonde_ener_te c_oe, the p_k of _i
-K T essentially coincides u_th that of -Ken, since _C is not a
ntron_ function of photon energy. In the_eo_enerate case, uith the
pair density _ch higher then the threshold density, the shape of _C
doe_ not affect _ch the position of the unxi=_ of -_T"

Var_a 0 proposed a _raoar _>del b_ed an degenerate pairs with

Fernl energy <_c 2 for vhLch the perk of -_ would be very close to
0.511 l_V. U.ovever, Co_pton sc_tterlno _ vnn l_nored in this model.
If it _cre token into account, then the relatively lc_a pair density

correepondlnc to this Per=l energy t-ould imply that _A + _ >0 at
all energies. Thus graoar action cannot occur in this _odel.

As pointed out in the Introduction, the observed annihilation
lines in _c_ua-rny thirsts are at--0.43 F.eV. If co_ of thc_e lines
are indeed from _rasnr sources, the l_plied gr_vLtcrion_l red, hilt
would _._ _eh _ller than that i=plied by spontaneous, non_plified
av_lhilatlon. The potentlal e=letence of graear sources, therefore,
a11o_ gr_n-r_y _rsto to be produced on neutron stare of en_11er
_o_ and lar_er radius" than previously conjectured, or even objects
other than neutron stars.
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